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is often faced with the problem of ccnverting his picturesfromnegstive to positive.
There is only one method of conveniently effecting such a change,
and ...... it's donein a moment.
Use'! a IWX Westector as your detector, thus getting linear
rectification withj distortionless pictures, and just reverse the
Westector to alter the phase at a moment's notice. Simple .
buteffective.

The Television enthusiast

.

i

(WESTINGHOUSE

)

WESTECTORS

Corn and Condensers-what a curious combination! Yet, just
as corn is a living symbol that nature never fails man-so the
T.M.C. HYDRA mark on a condenser is a warrant of consistent,
This unfailing consistency is only possible
good performance.
because T.M.C. HYDRA condensers are made from the finest
raw materials with up-to-date plant under the strictest seientific control, to tolerance figures of the narrowest margin.
Take advantage of these new standards in condenser production.
it will be
Equip your set with T.M.C. HYDRA condensers
better for your set and better for your pocket. They are made iii

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82, York
Road, King's Cross, London, N.l.

-

sil standard capacities.

Write

-,,-

to the Distributors if
you have any difficulty in obtainng supplies.

TM.(
BRITISH

MADE

W. BRYAN SAVAGE

..-,- ,

I

HYDRA

the mains transformer specialist
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Extra special ser
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0055 (3 lines).
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I

cation list No. T.2.

NEW ADDRESS:Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue,
(A few doors from New Oxford Street.)
London, W.C.2.
NOTE

Telephone

mains transformers of un.tmpeachable
and reliability at really moderate
prices. Designed on the most advanced principles,
triple-tested (300 per cent. over voltage and interwinding tests) and goaranteed, Savage "Massicore " transformers have earned a reputation second to non&among
radio experimenters. Send to-day for price'and specifi.
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Television for all, it

Not only

has

class results

\/]Jfl

has come at last

the television receiver which produces firstone at a price that is

been designed, but

within the reach of everybody.
Designed by Mr. Ferdinand Plew, the PLEW TELEVISION

Receiver, will give clear consistent results in any part

ofthe country.

Another important feature of this set

is

the fact that though designedto receive 30-line transmissions
it can be adapted for a greater scanning frequency.
The Popular Model, which can be obtained for the
remarkably low price of IO guineas, is the television

receiver only, and is for use in coniunction with
your present radio receiver. There is also a model
at 18 guineas which is complete in itself, as illustrated below. A De Luxe edition of this model
can be obtained for 25 guineas.
Every reputable dealer will be able to demonstrate
one of the PLEW TELEVISION sets for you.
Should you, however, experience any difficulty,
write to the sole manufacturers for full details.
and the name of your nearest dealer who is demonstrating this remarkable new television set.

PLEW

TELEVISION LTD.
Stafford Road,

WADDON
Telephone

CROYDON

:

Fairfield 5191.

It helps

us

ifyou mention

"

Television
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GREAT PRICE REDUCTIONS

wonderlul

New

Bargains

in

MERVYN TELEVISION

a______________________
_________________

COMPONENTS:

UNISPHERE " MIRROR DRUM KIT is now available at the new price of £2/15/- Post free.
In the standard Unisphere Kit the mirrors are assembled to the carriers ready for fixing and adjusting,
but in this new kit the mirrors are not assembled. This operation is easily carried out, each mirror
being held by two small clips.

*THE "

CRATER LAMP for Screen pictures with the " UNISPHERE " MIRROR DRUM
*Abrilliantly
lighted pictures 7" x 3'. Larger pictures can be obtained, but have less

easily giving

illumination.
maximum carrying capacity of 30 muli-

MERVYN FARADAY

Special NU-GLO type, Striking Voltage 200 y. to 250 y., with a
amps D.C. ; the luminous aperture is square. LOW PRICE of 37/6 Post free.

MOTOR " B.M.3 "-ideal for driving Mirror Drums,
*+ADisc.NEWRated
at
'50th H.P. Standard spindle diameter
PRICE 20/-.

(6

volt Battery model 2/6 extra.)

Mirror Screws, and the ' ' B.D.4
3/16'-Universal for AC. or D.C.

Postage and packing 6d.

Motor brackets for the B.M.3 motor available at

+A

NEW

DISC-'

"-with

a

I

l-

+MOTOR CONTROL RESISTANCES-one fixed

and one variable.

SUPERHETERC DYNE
The Radio set of universal
appeal for home and abroad.

5/6 per pair.

Disc diameter 5Y' giving an image size comparable with the
MERVYN 6" disc-standard bush for 3/16" spindle. PRICE 6!-. Other bush sizes
extra. Postage and packing, 9d.

B.D.4

ALLWAVE

106 the two.

Postage and

Extreme efficiency in long ringe
reception on FOUR WAVEBANDS, 15-30, 30-60, 220-550,
000-2,000 metres.

packing, 6d.

NU-GLO DISC LAMPS-giving excellent illumination and good modulation, are available for
20" Discs as follows
*+NU-GL0 16-12/6
NU-GLO 20-20/-

6"

or

*

Postage and packing, 6d.

HF. DETECTOR UNIT KIT-as described last month,
Broadcasts, and gives excellent results. For AC. operation.
Free.

*THE

is

ideal for receiving the Television
(without Valves) £25/- Post

*
SPECIAL
FREE

PRICE

attaching to the H.F. Detector or other Detector Unit, s available
*AN
complete with Chassis and connecting wire. This unit is suitable for fully modulating either a plate
or Crater NU-GLO Lamp ; its response is greater than 2 K.C. and is believed to be the most efficient
Television Amplifier Kit available. A Brilliancy Control is provided allowing the Lamp to be biassed
for the best results from the applied modulation. The results when used as a sound or gramophone
amplifier are truly superb. It comprises 2 Pentode Screen Grid Valves feeding a Triode Valve-it is
obtainable with or without a Synchronising Stage-for AC. operation. PRICES (without valves)
£3/7/6
Extra for synchronising stage components, LI. Post free.
AMPLIFIER UNIT

KIT-for

items represent the essentials to receive pictures from your
+ These
reliable and efficient kit. Designed and produced by experts.

Radio, and make a low-priced,
The cost is only £2/14/6. This kit
must not be confused with receivers using ordinary Neon Lamps, as its low price includes a MERVYN
NU-GLO Television Lamp. This Lamp has proved itself to be efficient in every way, and was exclusively specified in the Daily Express Television Kit.

GIFT!
the price of any of the starred
items above includes a free ticket
for the RADIO EXHIBITION
at OLYMPIA, 1934.

MERVYN components and kits can be obtained from all good dealers or direct from

:-

THE MERVYN SOUND & VISION CO. LTD.
4,

HOLBORN

Managing Director

:

French

Mention of

W.

LONDON,

W.C.1.

Holborn 6332 and
Square Henri-Delormel Paris 14e

J. NOBBS.

Office: 8,

'

PLACE,

Television

"

Telephones

:

7709.

will ensure prompt attention
330
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THE FIRST TELEVISION JOURNAL IN THE WORLD

This

Issue

A special section for the

beginner, " Television Made Easy," in which a simple
explanation of the operation of both
mechanical and cathode-ray systems is given.
*

J

*

COMMENT OF THE MONTH

*

criticism of the programmes from the
point of view of ease of reception.
A

*

*

*

Full constructional details of a simple
mirror-drum amateur transmitter.

Hints on the use and maintenance of
television motors.
*

*

'IC

Instructions for operating a cathode-ray

receiver.

*

*

*

simple explanation of the construction
and working of the photo-electric cell.
A

*

*

*

Impressions of a demonstration of the
Scophony system using a hundred and twenty
lines.
*

*

Instructions for using
*

*

*

a

light chopper.
*

A brief review of the literature of television.
*

*

*

Details of the new Plew television receiver.
A

review of last month's programmes, etc.

TELEVISION
Proprietors :
Biir Jos

PUBLICATIONS,

Lvr

Editor-in-Chief:
BEiuAiw E.

Jos.

Editor

H. Coaism..
Editorial, Advertising and Publishing
Offices
58-65, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
Tdephone : Central 4341 (four lines).
Telegrams Beejapee, Fleet, London.

Subscription Rates : Post paid to any
part of the world-3 months, 3/6;
12 months, 1316.
6 months, 6/9
;

Published Monthly-i /- net.
(Last Wednesday in every month for
following month).
Contributions are invited and will be
promptly considered. Correspondence
should be addressed, according to its
nature, to the Editor, the Advertisement
Manager, or the Publisher, " Television," 58-61, Fetter Lane, London,
E.C.4.

The P.M.G.

and the Amateur Transmitter.

AT first sight the conditions imposed by the Postmaster-General on
the amateur who wishes to transmit television do riot appear too

happy-for

the amateur.
Many experimenters had hoped that they
would have been able to supply their district with television programmes
which would in sorne measure have filled the gap left open by the B.B.C.
The ruling says, however, that ' ' subject mal 1er of entertainment value
shall not be transmitted. Transmission shall he linitecl to test objects
such as geometrical designs and diagrams or three dimensional objects.
In addition a test length of film occupying not more than two minutes in
transmission may be used. Only one such film may be transmitted during
the course of a day although this film may be repeated." Obviously it
is not intended that the amateur transmitter shall provide entertainment,
but in our opinion he can do some very useful work arid keep well within
the conditions laid down. 'Fransmissions of a test nature have been a
long-felt want and here is the opportunity to provide them and earn the
thanks of thousands of experimenters.

The conditions further state that " sending will be limited to the band
28,035-32,000 kilocycles per second (10.70 to 9.375 metres) and that the
band 30,000 to 32,000 (o.00 to 9.375) only shall he used for vision."
Here again is an opportunity to provide what every serious experimenter
has been desiring for serious practical work upon the ultra-short waves
where the ultimate solution of television lies. Some of the other conditions which are printed on another page in this issue appear rather
unnecessary, but we venture to say that they are not of a nature to deter
the real enthusiast.
Reference to our correspondence columns shows that there are a number
of amateur transmitters who express their willingness to take up this
new branch of transmission which offers such a wonderful field for experiment and there are doubtless many more who have the necessary qualifications. Obviously co-operation is necessary and we therefore ask all
those who are interested in the matter and are of opinion that they can
help this new movement in a practical manner to communicate with us in
order that some scheme can be evolved. We should also like to take this
opportunity of suggesting that the time has now come when members
of the Constructors' Circle, which now number nearly a thousand, could
co-operate with the idea of forming local clubs and societies as was done
in the early days of broadcasting. Such co-operation would permit of
apparatus being available which in many cases would be beyond the
means of individuals. In this matter also we shall be glad to hear from
readers who are prepared to develop schemes of this nature.
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SCOPHONY PROJECTED
I

PICTURE

20 Lines, Adequate for the Home.

UNTLL comparatively recently,
that is, since it has been possible to give demonstrations of
television which could be classed as

high-definition it was argued that the
number of scanning lines used must
be much higher than any figure
which there seemed any immediate
possibility of using because of the
many technical difficulties which a
high number of scanning lines enScanning frequencies of
tailed.
from two hundred and forty to four
hundred were freely mentioned as
being desirable. Practice, however,
has shown that excellent definition is
obtainable with a much smaller number of scanning lines providing that
the system used is suitable.

No Noticeable
Scanning
Ample proof of this was afforded
to us a few days ago at a special
demonstration of the Scophony 120line system. The size of the picture
in this case was approximately 14 ilL
by x8 in. and the shape therefore was
practically that of the cinema picture. Standard film was used in the
transmitter and it included every
type of picture, including crowd
scenes. Viewed from a distance of
about twelve feet every movement

was clearly discernible and the entire
action of the filin could be followed
easily.
Transmission was, of course, by
line but the standard apparatus was
nsed which it will be possible to place
upon the market when a decision is
reached as to the future of television
in this country.
One hundred and
twenty, lines is by no means the limit
of the Scophony system for it is clear
that it is perhaps the most adaptable
of any mehanical system in this respect and we understand that apparatus is now in course of construction
with a much greater scanning frequency.
One important feature of the
Scophony system is the absence of
noticeable scanning lines on the
screen, either with thirty or a hundred-and-twenty line scanning. Only
close observation reveals that scanIing lines exist and the effect is to
blend the picture into a homogenous
whole. Fhe Scophony scanning device, by the way, is remarkably
small, that used in this demonstration being a matter of a couple of
inches in diameter and less than
three inches in length. The most
remarkable point about the Scophony
system is that the picture demonstrated vas truly projected.
This

is apparently something which no

other system in the world can give.
A design of apparatus giving a picture 7 ft. x 6 ft. is completed.

The Stixograph
and the Cinema
No less interesting was a demonstration of the Stixograph principle as applied to cinema use.
It is amazing to see a picture
reproduced on the screen from a film
which only close observation shows
is moving, so slow is the speed.
Actually the speed is one millimetre
per second which is less than the
seconds hand of a clock and a programme of four minutes duration
only occupies a piece of film about a
couple of inches in length; in fact,
a short programme can be accommodated quite well on an ordinary
quarter plate negative. Other features of this system are that the film
can be stopped at any instant and the
picture remains and also there is no
stroboscopic effect whatever.
No serious attempt has yet been
made to develop the Stixograph principle for cinema work but it would
appear to have very considerable possibilities for home use, the saving
to the amateur in films would be

tremendous.

The Radio Corporation of America
are in negotiation with the Chinese
Ministry of Transport, with regarI
'934, to December 31, 1936:The opening of new factories to the erection of Broadcasting
I.
where are manufactured:Stations in South China. The R.C.A.
is prepared to give long term credits
( a) 'Wireless receivers,
(b) Amplifiers,
to the Chinese Government in connection with the financing of the
( c) loud-speakers,
building of radio stations.
The
( d) wireless valves.
2. For edsting works to start manu- R.C.A. have many interests in telefacturing, or to open new vision in America, and it now seems
branches for the purpose of that the development of the science
manufacturing, any of the articles in the Far East will also be partly
mentioned under (i).
controlled by them.
3. Should any of these articles be
already in production, no further
production is to be commenced.
The German Radio Exhibition for
'934 IS to be held from August 17 to
26 and will be under the control of
VISIT "TELEVISION"
Dr. Goebbels. The Exhibition will
he conducted under the slogan:
STAND No. IO
" Dein Rundfunk bei der Arbeit,"
AT OLYMPIA
which, translated literally, means:
" Thy Broadcasting Working."

Thirty-line Transmissions to Continue
The decision has been reached by
the B.B.C. to continue the 30-line
transmissions until such time as
there is a better system available
which will give as good a service
with comparatively simple apparatus
and be suitable for home reception
and meet the needs of experimenters.
There is a proviso, of course, that
this will be subject to the findings of
the Postmaster-General's Committee
and its recommendations, but it
would appear that this decision has
been made with the view that the
Committee would not be likely to
disturb it. It is te' be hoped that the
next news will be an announcement
of an extension of present facilities.

German Prohibitions
The German Ministry has prohibited the following, from May

i,
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How a Television Image
Broadcast
T the present time there is only
one method of broadcasting an
image so that it can be reproduced at a distance, and this is to

divide the image into a number of
units, convert the light values of these
into electricity of corresponding values
: and transmit these in correct sequence
. At the receiving end the reverse proc cess is gone through, the electrical
values are converted into correspond-

t1/ft1
144 1

.

I

i

ç

t
PROJECTOF

r'

LAMP

The Electrical Reproduction of the Image

)

5U6JECT
BEING
TELEYISED

PARtITION

.

It will be clear that as the light spot
travels over the image the amount of
light reflected from it will be constantly
varying ; for instance it will be a
maximum when passing over a white
surface, such as a collar, and a minimum when passing over a black
surface, such as a black coat, and
there will, of course, be many intermediate values. The next purpose
is to convert these varying light values
into electricity and this can be done by
arranging photo-electric cells so that
the reflected light falls upon them.

which

consists

'\

.I'

ly)

:

lines.

*

ing light values and distributed in the
same sequence on the screen as the
original image. lt will be clear that
though the televised picture has much
fl common with the cinematograph
there is the fundamental
gpicture
difference that with the latter the

¡}-LENS

©
-

vç

,
*

to

.\

'j

-

\

.

.

\

"\

A

thescreenasa

i
2'

whole, whereas in television it is built
This, mciup of a series of units.
dentally, increases the difficulties very

considerably.

How scanning

(

f

(

ARC

LENS

PLANEMIRR0R

/

ARTIST

y/

carried out with the mirror drum : this is the actual tjpe of scanner used by the
B.B.C. The photo-cells areplaced in suitablepositionsfacin the artist.

is

.
Scanning

The division of the image into a travel upwards, and then move one
of units is accomplished by spot width to the left and again
number
f
is termed scanning. At the travel upwards and so on until the
ywhat

For the sake of this explanation it may
be said briefly that the photo-electric
cellpossesses theproperty ofproducing

£

y
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MtRROR DRUM
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arrangement,
usually

ri

\{

pictureisthrownon

-

I

tri

*
*
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-

I

of a disc with a series of holes in it
NNt'
or a drum upon which are mounted a
number of plane mirrors, the spot of
flI(IA I!1
light is caused to travel over the image
¿
'' tiI\
in a series of lines, The practice with
)
*
DIRECTION
SCANNING SPOT
the present B.B.C. transmission.c is
e
e Scanning commences at the bottom right-hand for the light spot to start its travel at
corner and covers the whole image in a series of the bottom right-hand of the image,
'

:

BEGINNER

THE

FOR

The simplest scanning device is the disc with a
series ofboles in it arranged in spiralformation
It ¡s shown above in section

rT-r-f-'h.1

1r

::

_-

.

transmitter an intensely bright spot of whole image has been covered, when
light is focused upon the image and the sequence starts again. This scanthen by means of a mechanical fling system will be clear from the
.
diagrams of both disc and mirrordrum scanning. It is important to
REVOLVING PERPORATD
SOREN
DISC
remember that at any given instant
PHoTo
)
CELL
only one unit area of the image is 4.
illuminated by the light spot. The
\
I
".
actual mechanical devices employed
for scanning will be described later in
Q
this section.
LENS

.............................................................................

*

A
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electric current of a value correspond- are taking place. Actually there that at any given instant it corresing to the value of the light which is will be periods when it is practically ponds with that at the transmitter.
* falling upon it. These currents are out though the variations occur with The two most generally used are by the
very feeble but they can be amplified such rapidity that the eye cannot use of a disc with a series of small holes
and broadcast in the usual way,
follow them and so at no time will it in it in spiral formation and the other
appear right out though this is the with a drum upon which are mounted
How the Image
a number of mirrors setat different
case.
is Received
The next essential is the placing of angles. A little digression is necestT.
the light spot so that at any given sary here or some confusion will arise
We can now picture what must instant its position on the viewing because of the slightly different prinhappen at the receiving end if we wish screen corresponds exactly with the ciples involved with the two types of
to reproduce the transmitted image, position of the spot at the transmitter scanner.
assuming that we have a wireless For example, supposing that the
Up to the present it has been
receiver which is capable of picking scanning spot at the transmitter is on assumed that a spot of light of varying
the signals up. If a loudspeaker is the fifth scanning line from the right intensity had been produced. We can,
connected to the wireless set a peculiar and is over the area of say a portion however, use the whole area of the
hum will be heard which may perhaps
light source for the vision field and at
be most simply described as an aural
any given instant employ a certain
reproduction of the transmitted image.
part of this for the production of the
This is merely mentioned as affording
spot. This means, in
that we
,,
AREA OF
aurai proof that a constantly varying
have an illuminated screen and that
LIGHT
sequence of signal impulses is being
FELD
at given instants we are able to select
received.
a unit part of it for the spot, the
\
light value of the entire screen being
Building the
caused to vary. This is what is
; Picture Up
actually done when a disc is used for
scanning at the receiving end. Its
It will be evident that in this
merit is its simplicity, but it will be
DISK
varying signal we have all the essenappreciated that only a small fraction
tials which went to compose the
original image and the problem is Wi/b a disc receiver the vhole area of tije field of the total available modulated light
S uSed and therefore the efficiency is
',
of light is ased and moda/a/ed
to use them in such a way as to repropoor
duce the original. Obviously, the .............................................................................
first essential is to convert the signal of a white collar, then it must be The Continuous
impulses into corresponding values of projected on to a corresponding part of
"
light, and this we can do by various the receiving screen. At this instant Picture
methods which do not immediately the equivalent light value of the
When a disc or other type of
concern us for the purpose of this received impulse will be white and we scanner is set running, at first the spot
simple explanation. For the moment shall have obtained a correct inter- of light is clearly visible as a travelling
we will assume that we have turned pretation of that particular part of point or spot of light ; as the speea
the signal impulses into light and can the original image. This condition of the scanner increases, the spot owing
I focus this to a spot. If this spot of ............................................................................. to persistence of vision resolves itself
r
into a line and as the speed increases
SCREEN

*
*

*
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*
*
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How the mirror drumprojects thepicture

on

Io

a screen.
i

ANSM
,
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'

*
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IVER

of

the light spot on the receiving
screen musi coincide exactly with the scanning
spot on the image being transmitted

The position

..............................................................................
light be observed it will be seen to be

.............

must, of course, obtain for any part
of the picture.
A

Scanning at the
Receiving End

simple experiment in persistence of vision
effect.

..............................................................................

*

still more the series of lines cover the
whole field and the illumination is
constantly flickering ; its rate of
There are several methods of fairly even, though the demarcation '
variation will be too rapid for the eye
to follow exactly but it will be arranging for the correct placing of produced by the lines is observable.
«
definitely noticeable that variations the light spot at the receiving end so The number of lines of which the
O4
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4
o
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The Mirror-drum
Scanner

screen is composed naturally governs
the amount of detail that can be

produced. The present B.B.C. transmissions are thirty lines but systems
have been developed with as many as
a hundred and eighty lines.
It will be clear that when one scan
of the field of vision has been accomplished the proceeding must be
repeated, and upon the number of
times per second these repetitions take
will depend the flicker observable.

Mention was made earlier of the
mirror-drum scanner. The mirrordrum consists of a metal drum around
the periphery of which are a series of
plane mirrors-thirty in the case of
apparatus for reception of thirty-line
transmissions. Each mirror is placed
at a small angle with respect to the
one preceding it and in the case of the

!place
.........................................................................
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The general scheme of television transmission and reception. For the sake of simplicity it is
In practice Ibis
assumed that both transmitter and receiver are connected Io the same mains.
is rarely the case.
TRANSMITTER

In the cinema twenty-five pictures are thirty-line drum the total displace-

thrown on the screen each second.
Scanning with the present system as
used by the B.B.C. is carried out
twelve and a half times a second.
This figure compared with cinema
practice may seem rather low, but the
;:
conditions are not quite the same in
both cases, and though flicker t
observable at this rate it is not so
pronounced as would be the case if
this frequency were used for the
cinema. The reason of this is that
never at any instant of time is the
'p-.,
screen devoid of light as is the case
: with the cinema. However, the
desirability of increasing the picture
frequency is appreciated and the highthat are being
4., definition systems
developed mostly use a twenty-fiveper-seceind frequency.

:'I
;*

vp.,

;*

4

ment between the first and the last
mirror of the series is twelve and a
half degrees. It will be clear that if
a drum of this type be interposed in
the path of a beam of light which is
focused to a point or spot, the light
will be reflected from the particular
mirror upon which it falls and if the
drum is caused to revolve the light
will be picked up by each mirror in
succession and be reflected so that if
allowed to fall on to a screen the spot
will travel over the screen in a series
of lines.

Synchronising the
Receiver with the

Transmitter

'
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correctly positioned on the receiving
screen relative to its position at the
transmitting end, the receiving scanner
must revolve at exactly the same speea
as the transmitting scanner and also
the two devices must be exactly in
synchronism. That is, when acertain
scanning hole in the disc, or mirror on
the drum, of the transmitter is in a
certain position, then the corresponding hole or mirror on the receiving
scanner must be in exactly the same
position. The two devices may be
likened to two clocks which not only
keep perfect time but also show always
the same time. This is a problem
which up to the present has not been
completely solved, but it will suffice
here to say that a fair degree of
success has been obtained by making
use of a special synchronising signal
which is transmitted at the end of
every line of scan and which is filtered
out at the receiving end andfed to the
coils of two electro-magnets which
have their cores placed close to a smali
laminated iron wheel on which there
are thirty teeth. If a pair of teeth are
lagging as ............................
the impulse comes
along, the effect is
that the magnets
exert a slight pull
and correct the posi'
tion of the scanner.
The simpler types of
visors are not fitted
with this device, speed
control being obtained
either by a mechanical friction brake or A neon lamp of
control of the motor the fiat-plate type.
by means of a vari
able resistance.
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Varying th e
Light Intensity
.

The most important function in a "
In
television receiver is the production
of a light which can be caused to
ELECTRO MAGNETS
vary in accordance with the values of
Direction
the received signals. These variaof Scanning
tions may be of the order of twelve or
Scanning can take place either
fourteen thousand per second and very
vertically or horizontally and in
much higher where greater definition
is to be obtained, so it is clear that no
? either direction, but of course the
must
ordinary lamp can produce modulated
c scanning direction of the receiver
light at thesefrequencies. Fortunatec correspond with that of the trans'TOTHEO WHEEL
Continental practice and
initter.
This diagram shows the device ucedfor utilising ly there are several lamps of special
.rinal so that both transmitter types which are capable of modulation
? that of the most recently developed
d receiver are kept in s.jnchronism.
at very high frequencies. The simc high-definition systems is to use
........................................................................... plest of all is the neon lamp which is
horizontal scanning
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very familiar in the type used for
advertising purposes. The current
requirements of this lamp are very
small and it is possible to operate it
directly from the output of a reasonably powerful wireless receiver. In
a similar class are the mercury vapour
lamps as used for sound recording and
which are readily adaptable for television purposes
The objections to the use of the
neon lamp is that the light that it is
capable ofproducing is not very bright
and the colour is rather objectionable
for television purposes. It is, however, capable of modulation at
extremely high frequencies, its operating voltage is reasonably low and it
is cheap.
The neon lamp of the ordinary
flat-plate and beehive types are
ordinarily used in conjunction with
the disc scanner and the whole of the
light field is employed, this providing

=

-

-:

-----=2-Un--

practically the area of the picture as for projection on to comparatively
small screens.
was explained earlier
In cases where more intense illtïWhen screen projection is required,
the source of light must be almost a mination is required, or it is required
point. It is out of the question to to cover a larger screen, it is necessary
obtain this with an ordinary neon to employ an ordinary source of light
lamp, so use can be made of a special and modulate this after it is produced,
type, which is termed the crater point, a method which is distinctly different
which provides a highly concentrated to direct modulation. Briefly, the
source of light capable of modulation light in its passage to the screen
in the same manner as the flat-plate passed through a special light valve
............................................................................. consisting of an assembly of two
NICOLPRISMS
Iceland spar prisms and a series of
LENS
LENS
small metal plates immersed in nitrc'benzine. The signal potential is
KERR CELL
applied to the plates and the amount
L
T
COURCE
of light that passes through depends
APERTUPF
When a constant light source is used for the upon the applied potential.
This
scanner the light is modulated by passing it light valve is termed a Kerr cell.
a special light valve shown diagramIt is necessary to apply a potential
enalically above.
............................................................................ offrom 400 to oo volts to the plates
type. The amount of light which of the cell and an output of about 4
this lamp is capable of producing is watts must be available from the
limited and it is therefore only suitable amplifier.
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A Series of Questions and Answers

«
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to Understand

Easy

.

f5 55. If you say f20 all told it
will be a fair estimate, assuming ycu
have no stock of components on which

What is cathode-ray television ? realised to what a variety of uses is
It is a system of receiving television can be put.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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:THE ABCOF CATHODE-RAY TELEVISIO
;

*
*

images on a fluorescent screen depositto draw.
You say " auxiliary apparatus.'
ed on the interior of an exhausted
glass bulb, the source of light being How much apparatus, and of what
Supposing I make all this u,
produced and controlled entirely by does it consist ?
The tube itself requires an H. T. lww long is the tube going to last ?
electrical means.
Under the present television
supply like an ordinary power valve,
What advantages are claimed for only the H,T. voltage is higher- regime, indefinitely I Joking apart,
cathode-ray television ?
about 1,000 V. To produce the line the life of the tube is a varying factor,
Greater flexibility, absence of screen two circuits, called " time-base since a lot of things influence it, if
moving parts such as are found in circuits " are needed, which are con- you take care of it and do not overrun
nected to the tube. Then there is the filament, and if you keep the
z:: mechanical systems, and increased the ordinary receiver for producing anode voltage at a reasonable value
sensitivity as regards the control of
the actual image, but this has the and don't " turn up the wick " you
the moving light spot.
advantage over the one used with a should get at least 600 hours useful
* These advantages seem to place il neon lamp in that the power stage is life, which, reckoned in television
ahead of the mirror-drum. Why quite a moderate one, In fact, hours, is a very long time. Unfortu* does not every aniateur change to it ? cathode-ray tubes have been worked nately no manufacturer could guarantee the life of a tube, since he has no
This is a little difficult to discuss. off portable sets.
c
control over the way it is operated
First there is the question of expense,
And what is all this goinglocost after it has left his hands.
as cathode-ray tubes are not as cheap
P
valves ! Then a certain amount
BUt aren't the rays from cathodemuch are you prepared to
How
required
auxiliary
apparatus
is
of
c
ray
tubes harmful to the eyes ?
zi: and the tube itself in its present stage make up yourself ? If you are an
constructor,
the
making
up
Nothing
of the kind. You are
amateur
care
amount
of
in
requires
a
certain
:
time-base
" should present no probably muddling them with X-rays.
the
"
There
of
adjustment,
handling
and
in
:
for high- difficulty and the cost of the corn- Any harmful energy that the cathoacI is no doubt, however, thatcathode-ray
ponents will be in the neighbourhood ray may contain is completely dissidefinition television the
zi tube will be used on a very wide scale, of f6. The tube costs about the pated long before it can affect the eye.
zi and its use will increase as soon as it is same, and the H.T. unit for it about The only harmful thing about a
'
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The inside of the tube at the big
cathode-ray tube is the high voltage
applied to it and, of course, you would end is coated with a special compound
not be so foolish as to touch a high- which fluoresces under electron impact.
voltage transformer when it is So where these electrons hit the end
switched on. In any case the wind- of the tube they make themselves
ings would be protected with a proper visible by a little patch of greenish or
blue fluorescent light. By suitably
cover against an accidental contact.

Well what are cathode rays

?

.',

c
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You have heard of electrons ?
The little particles of electricity
which are emitted from a hot filament
when it is mounted in a valve bulb ?
Electrons are emitted from the filament of the cathode-ray tube in
exactly the same way, only insteadof
forming the anode current as they do
in an ordinary valve they are sent in
a compact beam up the length of the
tube until they hit the glass domed
end. They travel at a very high
speed due to the high voltage employed
the anode of the tube, and it is
their compact beam-like formation
which gives the naine " ray " to the
cathode-ray tube. A more accurate
name would be " electron tube. i,

'A'S

'-'

,.

':

gradations in a similar manner to
those caused in the neon lamp,

If there are no roaing parts, how
is the tube synchronised to the signal ?
By applying a portion of the signal
voltage to the scanning circuit to lock
controlling the electron beam this it into step with the transmitter..
patch of light can be narrowed down Since there are no rotating parts, the
to a point finer than a pin's head. energy required to keep the moving
Then we have the first step towards beam in step is negligible, and this
television-the production of a tiny means that the cathode-ray tube does
spot of light which can move over the not require a large power output
screen and respond to impulses given stage in the receiver to which it is
to it from the outside,
connected.

How can the spot be made to
reproduce an image ?
First of all it must be given a
scanning motion similar to that
produced in the mechanical system
but in the case of the tube it is done
by two electrical circuits connected to
electrodes in the tube. These circuits
cause the spot to travel across the
fluorescent screen rapidly and uniformly to generate the scanning lines.
While the spot is travelling across the
What happens when they hit the screen the television signal alters its
end ofthe tube ?
intensity to produce light and dark

.

Will the tube receive any kind of
television transmission ?
It depends on what you mean by
any kind of transmission.
The
systems depending on the Baird
scanning spot can all be received on a
cathode-ray tube with the minimum
of trouble, but if the number of lines
and the picture ratio is different, the
circuits will have to be adjusted to
take them, The main thing is that
an alteration in speed or in the number
of lines will not necessitate rebuilding
the whole equipment.

*
*
*

*
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THE HUGHES
TELEVISION SYSTEM
By Our Special Commissioner.
Texpect that a 25-year-old amateur could have overcome all
the television problems that
have so far defied solution by the
best engineering brains of the world
But
was, of course, quite absurd.
there it was-news from Plymouth of
a xoo-line system of television
So I called on the young experi-

menter in question-R. W. Hughes.
I found him at work in the radio
section of a large piano firm in the
heart of the busiest part of Plymouth. To my surprise I was met

Mr. R.

Hughes who has developed a television
system using osscillatinS mirrors.

1V.

with a Lancashire man-quite a contrast, I can assure you, to the softspeaking West countrymen.
He was one of the pioneers, I discovered. Although so young, he remenibered playing around with wireless before broadcasting began.
Evidently he learned quickly, for he
soon passed beyond the ordinary
thrills of the average radio fan,
graduating to an A.M.I.R.E. degree.
When Baird came along with his
Nipkow disc and neon lamp, said
Hughes, he was immensely interested.
" Television seemed just
round the corner," he remarked,
" but, as the American said later,
'
Oli. hoy, what acorner !'

"

I very soon realised that the
fault of the disc system was the terrifle inertia of the moving parts,''
went on young Hughes.
So I concentrated on the probJein of cutting out moving discs and
heavy electric motors. In my present system the moving parts don't
weigh more than a fifteenth of an
ounce.
" The apparatus is not driven from
a motor at ali, the drive comes from
an oscillating valve.
Of course,
with such a circuit the frequency of
oscillation is under complete control.
It is just a matter of fixing your inductance and capacity values.
" I have got off discs absolutely.
It seemed to me that the whole idea
of a great revolving disc was wrong.
Motors driving heavy discs or drums
were too difficult to manipulate.
'Then there was the trouble of synchronising. As a matter of fact I
got quite good pictures by developing
a local svnchronising frequency-but
the variations in the mains often
meant that I lost the picture from
London National for as much as five
minutes.
.
That is why I have developed
my oscillating valve drive, which as
I say has practically no inertia and
can be held perfectly steady. Across
the inductance coil I have two condensers, one fixed and the other a
small vernier. By suitable variation
of the capacity I can easily adjust the
circuit to give me the 30-line pictures from London National.
" For example, working on 30line pictures I might have an oscillator drive current at 300 cycles-by
splitting this I could get a tenth and
By
so work on 30-line pictures.
altering the frequency of the drive I
could make the apparatus suitable
for xoo lines or anything else-there
would be no other alteration needed."
At this point I asked if I could be
given a full technical explanation of
the Hughes' system. But that is at
the moment impossible, as a large
concern has the patents under its
wing, and while negotiations are
proceeding it has been thought unwise to disclose any of the "secrets."
All the same, Mr. Hughes was
very obliging and did try his best to
'4

give me as much information as possible about the possibilities of his
new system.
Talking of the definition, he said
that with his own transmitter and receiver he had got pictures with a iooline definition-pictu res, he thought,
of real entertainment value.
Made
by precision people he thought that
the utmost limit of definition that
could be obtained from his system
would be about 500 lines.
" What about the light source?"
I asked.
" Well, as you know,"
said Mr. 1-lughes, " there has been
no fundamental advance in the light
source problem for many years. True,
detailed improvement have been
made in oid ideas, such as the crater
arc, for example.
" Personally, I have been using
the well-known Nicol-prism and
Kerr-cell systern---hut, of course, the
light source problem still has to be
fully solved."
" As you cannot say anything
about your system, perhaps you can
give us a hint as to how it would be
put into practice," I ventured.
" Surely.
It would have to be
put out on ultra-shorts-the high definition would make it impossible on
the ordinary broadcasting wavelengths. ITou see, I need at least a
50-kilocycle band width to take my
pictures, even as they stand.
.' Of course, I realise the big snag
of ultra-shorts is their very limited
But as you know
service area.
these very low wavelength transmitters are not very expensive-and
only very low power is needed.
" I think that if the B.B.C. can
face the enormous expense of high
power stations like Droitwich it
ought to be able to face putting up
television stations of the ultra-shortwave type.
" The cost of the apparatus for
Yes, that is very imreception?
portant from a commercial point of
view. I have worked it out that on
a commercial scale my system could
be marketed complete with valve
oscillators for no more than
7.
This would be without the radio set,
of course."
Until such time as Mr. Hughes is
himself able to reveal more details of
his system we must, of course, reserve judgment. But any idea that
helps to reduce th difficulty of scanfling to a minimum must be considered something of an advance, even
though we all realise that there are
many other problems in television
besides that of scanning.
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ARE THE PROGRAMMES

TOO AMBITIOUS

?

THERE has been a noticeable a quick succession of pictures float- necessary to be at the controls. The
tendency oí late to elaborate ing past until a divided picture re- apparatus used was a Baird mirror
the progran1mes-ery desir- suited. Correction of this, however, drum, which represents the best in
able from an artistic point of view, resulted once more in a practically mechanical scanners, and an amplibut it seems sometimes that presenta- steady picture which held almost fier fitted with a 375-cycle peaked
tion is outstripping reception tech- steady again without touching the transformer and control of synchronnique and that elaboration is defeat- controls.
ising output.
It may be assumed
ing its own object.
Now this was what might be that users of inferior apparatus would
One great problem as all who pos- termed reasonably good synchronisa- be working under greater difficulties
sess any type of visor know is that tion ; there have been occasions when still.
of synchronisation and this difficulty the picture has held steady, with the
It could be contended that the fault
is increased threefold when the pic- exception of one break, for the whole is in our receiving technique which
ture contains a lot of quickly moving duration of the programme, so obvi- should be capable of coping with
subjects. Here is a typical instance ously it was not the best actually pos- such conditions, but at the present
which occurred on the occasion of the
broadcast of the ballet " The Gods
Whilst the capGo A Begging."
tion cards and the curtain were being
transmitted the picture remained rock
steady. With the appearance of the
close-up of Harold Stern, a slight
swaying motion developed, but the
picture became steady again provided
that no excessive movements were
made by the artist. A sudden tilting
of the head or sideways movement
caused the swaying motion to develop again and once this resulted in

sible.

Increased Synchronising
Difficulties
But what a difference when later
the screen was occupied by more than
two dancerswith their violently contrasting dresses. At no time could
the picture be held for more than a
minute and there was present the recurring additional difficulty of correçtly centring the image; in fact
during the whole of this time it was

time this would be an unreasonable
attitude to take.
The reception
technique of even thirty-line transmission has by no means reached
finality and synchronism is by no
means the least of the problems
waiting to be completely solved, and
in this respect it would seem desirable to keep transmission or rather
presentation technique just ahead of
that of reception.

Too Much
Detail
Comparatively easy synchronisation is only one side of the matter but
it will do more to mar the enjoyment
of a programme than any other difficuity, and it is very desirable that
cognisance should be taken of it as
a problem in the design of the pro-

This picture of a
transmission from
the old stadio shows
pfrrny of con/rasi
without unnecessarj
confusing detail;
noie bow the black
and white squared
pa/tern on the floor
gives an idea of
perspectiv' without
increasins ibe detail

bbind the artisis.

grammes.
The amount of detail that is present from time to time in a transmission such as that mentioned above
can be revealed moderately well
with screen projection with a picture approximately nine inches by
four, though it is to he admitted that
a certain amount of eye strain is felt
which is not experienced with more
simple subjects.
Users of disc
machines must, however, find increased difficulty with such complication and these it must be remembered form the larger proportion of
lookers.

Scenic
Effects
Increased complication has also
been introduced by the increased use
of decorative backgrounds. Opinions
as to the desirability of these appear
to differ but in the writer's opinion
they definitely detract from the picturc and to some extent they may increase some of the troubles which
(Continued ai foot of next page.)
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THE TUNING FORK AS
A SPEED INDICATOR
Some suggestions for experiment in determining disc speed when
A.C. mains are not available.

ary would indicate a speed of one
revolution per second.
The determination of the number of indicating
marks obviously will depend upon
the frequency of the fork that is
available, but this only involves a
simple calculation.-A.D.

A further valve has just been
added to the Osram 4-volt A.C. mains
Catkin series. This is the V.M.P.4
variable-mu screen pentode.
This
valve, which may ultimately take the
place of the glass valve, has the following
characteristics : -Filament
volts 4.0 A.C., filament current i.o
amp., anode volts 250 max., screen
volts ioo max., mutual conductance
2.5
ma/volt (measured at anode
volts 200, screen volts ioo, grid volts
-I .o), mutual conductance .004
ma/volt approximately (measured at
grid volts -30).

known, an alternating practicable to a certain extent, is to
current supply is of very great cause the scanning device) to produce
value in obtaining a correct a note and then to judge the speed
estimation of the speed at which a by the pitch of the sound produced.
This requires a sensitive ear but it
is possible to obtain a very near approximation of the speed in this
manner especially if another sound of
the same pitch can be produced with
which a comparison can be made.
The suggestion has been made to
employ a tuning fork to provide a
visual indication of the speed and
FOR
there is no reason why properly applied an exact record should not be
ITS IN TWO
obtained. One method would be to
NES MATCH
WHENAT
have two light vanes on the prongs
ST
of the fork with slits in them so that
when the fork was at rest there would
be an opening; this would be closed
when the two prongs came nearer together.
The indicating marks on
the disc would be viewed through the
A Itmingfork filled with Iwo light vanes which slit and so when the correct relative
speeds of fork and disc were attained
act as a ¿buller through which the indicating
marks on ¡be scanner can be viewed.
the marks on the disc would appear
to be stationary.
A better scheme would be to secure
scanning device is running by making use of the stroboscopic effect a light plane mirror to one of the
which a lamp lighted fi-orn such a fork prongs and view the reflections
source will produce. In this respect of the indicating marks on the disc
those who must of necessity operate in this; alternatively, one of the fork
the scanner from either D.C. mains prongs could be highly polished and
or batteries are at a disadvantage, reflection obtained in this way.
The number of indicating marks on
for unless some special means are
employed the correct speed can only the scanner will, of course, depend
be secured by judgment and guess- upon the frequency of the fork and
work. Any mechanical speed indica- it is desirable to use as high a numtor which imposes a load on the ber as possible. Thus, with a tunmotor must be ruled out for the load ing fork frequency of 128 per second
will vary to a slight extent according and 128 marks on the disc, an image
One idea, which is of the marks which appeared stationto the speed.

The valve will be fitted with a 7-pin
base and will be supplied with the
usual Catkin metal shield to which
an earth connection can be made
through the requisite pin in the base.
The price of the valve is the same as
the glass type, viz., 175. 6d.

Are the Programmes too Ambitious? and which has not since been ob(Continu.edfrom preceding page.)
tamed either by properties or scenic
Without this floor,
The backgrounds.
have already been discussed.
black and white floor which was dis- demarcation of the background
carded when the new studio was (when this is plain) and the floor is
opened was a valuable property and not very apparent and considerable
a real help in reception, for it always effect is lost during the few seconds
provided an unvariable indication of intervals when the stage is empty.
The foregoing conclusions are imthe sharpness of the picture which
was being obtained, irrespective of pressions, rather than criticism, of
the artist being televised, who might one who has looked-in almost conpossibly be slightly out of focus. A sistently for a fairly long time now
no less valuable feature was the im- and has witnessed a steady improveEnterpression of perspective which it gave ment in the programmes.

tainment value, it has been found,
bears a distinct relation to technical
matters and freedom from reception
difficulties, and if these can be reduced by the method of presentation,
so much the better. Close-ups have
invariably provided the best pictures,
but usually long-shots of dancers and
acrobats, etc., the best entertainment, and the latter, provided that
the costumes have been light and
without any great contrasting effects,
have appeared to eliminate synchronising troubles.-VIS0R.

Awell
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REFLECTION'»
SEEN ON
PLATED FORK /
,
I

I

I

Another method of producing a stroboscopic
effect bj viewing the indicator marks bj reftectionfrom the end of the fork.
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AN AMATEUR

TRANSMITTER

EXPERIMENTAL.
The

curtailment

experimental work
can be carried
ouf-in fact, there
seems no reason
why the field of
interest
should
not be expanded

the television

of

broadcasts
h as
had the effect of
directing
am-

ateurs' attention
to another branch
the subjecttransmission. Already several enthusiasts
have
shown that with
time and interest
the subject
in
some very useful

to outside transmissions.
As a

of

preliminary
we
are giving a description
of
a
simple transmitter
which any amateur

can

THE transmitter about to be The Optical

described can he made cornparatively cheaply, and while
a certain amount of metal work is
incorporated in the design, no difficulty should be experienced in doing
it, even by those unused to working
in aluminium.
A wooden baseboard is employed
which should measure 2 ft. 6 in. X
9 in. if the dimensions shown in Fig.
I
are adhered to, though slight
modifications in the mechanical design may be necessary in view of
the difficulty of obtaining lenses of
identical characteristics with those

-74u

7-

System
The general lay-out of the optical
system can be seen from Fig. 2, and
this figure in conjunction with the
illustration should render the assernbly quite straightforward.
It was
felt that in many cases the transmitter might be required where no
mains supply is available, and accordingly both the lamp and motor
have been chosen with a view to

battery operation.
A 24-watt car lamp is employed,
fitted with a small bayonet cap, and

i

construct.

sults. Using th 24-watt lamp, the
maximum optical efficiency is desirable so that the largest possible area
can be scanned. A lens is therefore
included (C in Fig. 2) which should
have as large a diameter as possible
with a focal length of 3-4 inches.
Whilst a large diameter lens of very
short focal length would embrace a
larger solid angle of the light given
by the lamp, this gain is more than
counterbalanced by the high cost and
absorption.
A square spot of light is obtained
by means of an adjustable square
aperture, which is placed at the focus

I
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Two
used in the original lay-out.
screwed to
I in. square battens are
the two ends of the base t-o make
the construction rigid and enable the
small amount of wiring required to
be accommodated beneath the baseboard. The finish of the wood is not
important, though the screening box
for the lamp can be simplified if the
whole baseboard is finished in dull
black before commencing assembly.

F:g.

z

t'iew of the Ira»smitter
showing general ¡ajout.

(above).-Plan

Fig. za (rzgbt top).-Details of optical arrangemen/s.

Fig. zb.-Circuit arrangements of motor and lamp.

while a mains-driven motor can be
used, it is not practicable to operate
the lamp from A.C. mains as the
amount of interference obtained is
sufficient completely to mar the re-

FOR MOTOR

MOTOR
6V.

...-.---.- ............................................................
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of the lens C. When using this class
of optical system, difficulty is frequently experienced with " halos,"
but this trouble can be practically
eliminated by the addition of a further square aperture some in. in
size placed between the first aperture
and the objective lens O.
The use of an achromatic lens as
the objective is strongly recommended, and it should have a focal
length of four to five inches at least.
The motor bracket together with
the lens mounts and square apertures, are all constructed of i6 gauge
sheet aluminium which is rigid yet
comparatively easy to work. Fig. 3
shows the method of mounting the

on the motor and the top plate of the
main bracket, and two more strips of
similar size are inserted between the
flanges of the small brackets and the
clamping plate, which measures 3 in.
>(3 ifl.
Four holes are drilled in the
clamping plate to regster with those
on the main mounting bracket, and
the motor is screwed down with BA
screws j in. in length. The actual
method of mounting will be made
more clear by examination of diagram D of Fig. 3. The completed
motor assembly can now be screwed
down to the baseboard as can two
standard 5-amp. tumbler switches.
The motor resistance can be mounted
behind the switches, and if desired

tive lens, and in order to render the
whole equipment more flexible, both
lenses and apertures have been
mounted on sliders. The runner for
these sliders is a piece of curtain rail
i6 in. long, having the cross section
shown inset in Fig. i, which can be
purchased from most multiple stores.
Four sliders of the shape shown in
diagram B of Fig. 4 are required on
which to mount the lenses and apertures so that they can he adjusted on
the runner.
Two lens mounts are required, one
to accommodate the condenser lens
and one for the objective. The objective in the writer's transmitter is
the lens from an old camera, and, as

7.

_,F:+f

CLAMPP4G PLATE

'4 RACLEARANCE

_____
L

\
-

(C)

STRUT FOR MOTOR
-__\
. BRACKET

--

BRACKET
WOOD SCREW

MOTOR BRAC)(ET (a)

ALLMETAL:-16S.W.C.

ALUMINIUM

Fig. 3 (left).-Delails showing me/hod of mounting the motor.
Fig. ia (above).-Details of/amp holder. F:g. 4b.-Deiail of slider! for
apertures and lenses. Fig. c.-Detalls of adjustable aperture.

practically all the wiring can be completed at this stage.
Considerable discrepancies are encountered in the sizes of different
lamps of the same type, and it is
recommended that the holder be fixed
very much as in the original, so that
adequate adjustment is available.
Fig. : (diagram a) shows the type
of bracket used. Two 4 BA clearance holes are drilled in the position
shown on Fig. I and two short
lengths of 4 BA studded rod fixed to
the baseboard by means of a nut and
Mounting the
washer above and below. The lamp
Driving Motor
holder proper is screwed to a small
The motor used in the original strip of aluminium which can be fixed
transmitter is one manufactured by in any desired position by means of
The Mervyn Sound and Vision Co., a further pair of nuts and washers
and has been fitted with two brackets on the threaded rods.
so that it can be completely isolated Lens
from the mounting proper by sorbo
rubber. Small strips of sorbo mea- Adjustment
it is desirable to accommodate
suring 2 in.X in. x in. (relaxed)
are placed between the small brackets quite large movements óf the objc-

motor. A piece of aluminium measuring 17 in. x 7 in. is required, and
can be cut as shown in Fig. a. The
two flanges for screwing the motor
mounting to a wooden base are bent
outwards to facilitate screwing
down, and all holes should be drilled
before bending up the metal. Greater
strength is obtained by fitting the
simple strut shown in diagram C of
Fig. 3. This is fixed by means of
four 4 BA round-head screws which
in.
need be no longer than

it was already fitted with a threaded
housing and fixing ring, only the upright support shown in diagram a of

If, however,
Fig. 5 was required.
an ordinary unmounted lens is used
for this purpose, a plate similar to
that shown in diagram b is required,
so that the lens can be clamped between this plate and the main support.
The central hole to take the lens
proper should be cut to have a diameter at least one-eighth inch less
than that of the lens. The two plates
can be fixed together by means of
in. in length.
6 BAor 4 BA screws
It is essential that the 2 BA hole on
the flange of the mount, and the
large hole to take the lens, are drilled
accUrately, as otherwise difficulty will
be experienced in lining up the cornplete assembly.
With this transmittèr, a cbmparatively small aperture is required, and
the coñsfruct6r éahrht d6 bttêr
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than utilise the design given on
pages 238 and 250
the June issue
of this Journal. The aperture in use
in the writer's equipment is shown in
diagrammatic form in Fig. 4, and
consists of two small strips of aluminium having
in. square holes
which are made by drilling out 3/32
in.. holes and filing square with a
small square file.
Particular care
should be taken to obtain sharp
corners, and unles.; a very fine file
is used, it may be necessary to trim
out the corners with a small knife.
When filing these holes, it should be
remembered that the strips are
mounted at an angle of 450 to the
baseboard, and that tile hole should
therefore be filed with its sides 5°
to the edge of the strip and not paraIlel with this edge.
The freedom of movement which is
necessary to allow the size of aperturc to be reduced, is obtained by
drilling out the mounting holes for
the strip and bracket sufficiently
large to clear 2 BA screws and using
6 BA screws to actually hold the
strips in place.
Washers are, of
course, necessary in order to prevent
ifl

the heads of the screws dropping
through the holes. If the constructor intends to use the aperture described in the June issue, the only
alteration necessary is in the size of
the main frame which must be
adjusted to ensure the actual aperture
being in the same relative position
as that shown in Fig. 4.
As mentioned earlier, a second
mask is required to avoid a halo
being apparent when the spot is
sharply focused on the object to be
televised, and this is constructed on
the lines of Fig. 6 (diagram A). The
main mounting is identical with that
of the adjustable aperture, with the
exception that only two holes are required to fix the aperture. This is
made in one piece of aluminium of
similar size to those used for the the

VISI C)i

dead hard, and then leave the cornponent parts to harden properly
before tightening up the fixing
screws.

Assembling the
Optical System

The completed optical system can
now be assembled on the runner, and
by placing a sheet of white paper
some 2 ft. 6 in. from the objective
lens, the optimum positions of the
condenser and adjustable aperture
can be found. It is, generally speaking, preferable to carry out the preliminary adjustments before putting
the second mask on the runner, as
if this is too near the objective, considerable loss of light will ensue.
The optical system proper is now
adjustable mask.
The drilling completed, except for a plane mirror
dimensions for the strip will also be for reflecting the beam on to the
mirror drum, which can be screwed
found in Fig. 6.
Before assembling either the on to the motor shaft at this stage.
masks or lens mounts, all the corn- The actual size of the mount for the
ponent parts should be finished in mirror is dependent entirely on the
dull black enamel, and considerable size of mirror used, hut some form
care is necessary in the assembly to such as that shown in Fig. 6 (diaavoid scratching the enamel which gram B) will be found suitable. The
has a rather soit optical centre of the lens mounts is
surface. Diffi- some 3 in. above the baseboard, and
culty may be ex this point should be borne in mind
perienced in ob- when fixing the plane mirror.

taming

d u

i i

black enamel, in
which case a
very successful

Balancing
the Drum

The mirror drum used in the
i s
substitute
original
model was a Mervyn Uniavailable in the
form of ordinary sphere kit which measures 6 in.
cellulose enamel
which can be
rubbed with fine
emery cloth to
t h e
remove
gloss. It is as
well to carry
out the rubbing
process
down
before the enaset
mel
has

(Continued on page 376.)

Thephotograph on
the left shows
clearly the arrangemeni of the
lamp lenses and

ajerlure

Right-a

maskJ.
photo-

graph
of the
transmit/er takin
from abone showing the layout.
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A PERMANENT-MAGNET
SYNCHRONISER
By C. M. De Silva Wijeraine, B.Sc., Eng.
This article gives details of a new type of synchroniser suitable
for mechanical scanning devices which employs a permanent
magnet toothed wheel

THE perfect synchronising of
mechanical receivers is still a
problem waiting to be solved
and any contributions which are an
improvement on present systems are
of value. The following is a description of a modified arrangement

Fi:g z.

Skeich showing the ordinar.y looMed-wheel
synchroniser.

Fig.

z. The magnet poles are not
placed diametrically opposite, but
one pole is displaced one tooth pitch
from this position. By assigning a
polarity to the teeth N, S, N, etc.,
the action of the synchroniser will be
clear. It will be noticed that the N
pole is over an S tooth, and the S
pole over an N tooth. In action the
N pole always pulls on an S tooth
and the S pole on an N tooth. The
N teeth pass the N pole when the pole
is not energised, and therefore do not
suffer any reversal of magnetism.
There being twice as many teeth as
in Fig. i, one set of teeth pass the
pole of similar polarity during the
idle period.
As there is no reversal of magnetism and therefore no hysteresis, the
toothed wheel may with advantage
be made solid and of hardened steel
so as to retain a high degree of per-

ism, and prevent the scanner from

getting out of step.

As there is no sudden rise of flux
density in the teeth of the wheel a
measure of damping may be introduced by embedding copper in The
toothed wheel.
Any tendency to
hunt will result in the generation of
electric currents in the embedded
copper thus expending the energy
which would otherwise cause hunting.
Due to this tendency to hunt it has
so far been the custom to adjust the
synchronising signal strength until
the picture remains fairly steady. It
is, therefore, not possible with unclamped wheels to use a high value
of synchroniser signal input. This,
of course, definitely limits the period
of stable synchronism.
With the
damped wheel a large input may be
fed into the synchroniser without
causing a tendency to hunt and
stable synchronism is obtained.
In practice with the present transmissions a 6o-tooth hard steel wheel
replaces the laminated 3o-tooth
wheel. The poles are not diametrically opposite but one pole is shifted
one tooth pitch from the opposite
position (Fig. 2).

Ultra-short Wave
Research in

Russia

Soviet engineers have not been
manent magnetism.
idle
during the past few months. Exan
N
pole
always
pulls
on
an
As
which it is claimed is a step towards
better results and gives more steady S tooth the resulting pull is very tensive experiments have been conducted on short waves by the Central
pictures than are obtainable with the
Scientific Research Institute of Elecusual device.
tro-communication,
and the Moscow
synchronIn the usual tooth wheel
Institute of Food Specialists.
ising device the magnet poles are
It is expected that ultra-short
diametrically opposite each other, as
waves will find many practical appliNow when a
shown in Fig. r.
cations in medicine, agriculture, and
tooth, say, A passes the N pole the
industry.
According to interviews
tooth A is niagnetised to a polarity
published in the Soviet periodical
When the wheel
s by induction.
Izvestia, the Electro-communicahas turned 8o0 the tooth A is oppotions Institute has been successful in
site the S pole and is magnetised to
establishing
communication by ultraThere is,
an opposite polarity N.
short waves beyond the horizon,
therefore, a reversal of magnetism of
covering a distance of 72 miles. Clear
the teeth as the toothed wheel repictures have been received on a
volves. This reversal of magnetism
screen 9 in. X 12 in. A 2-kilowatt
results in a certain amount of eddy
telephone ultra-short wave station
The modified synchroniser employing a
current loss, and the pull of the mag- Fi&. z. permanent-magnet
toothed wheel.
has been constructed, which can
nets on the teeth is weaker than
operate on a wavelength of 6.8
would be the case if this reversal of
break
metres.
powerful.
The
tendency
to
magnetism were eliminated.
The Moscow Institute of Food
away from synchronism is also
greatly reduced. When an N tooth Specialists has made several experiA Permanenttries to break away from an S pole, ments employing ultra-short waves
magnet Wheel
the next tooth being an S tooth for the purpose of killing insects and
Fig. 2 shows an arrangement would tend to approach the S pole, germs. lt is possible to kill all pests
wher' the toothed wheel has twice as but being of like polarity is repelled, in infected grain by two seconds exmany teeth as the toothed wheel of thus tending to maintain synchron- posure to ultra-short waves.
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By G.
ADJUSTING AND OPERATING
A CATHODE-RAY RECEIVER

Parr

This article applies particularly to the cathode-ray apparatus which has been
described in preceding issues ; the instructions, however, are general and provide
information for the operation of any cathode-ray television receiver.

FOR the experimenter accustomed down, therefore, the " Speed " knobs fine adjustment for speed in some

to mechanical systems of television reception, the cathode-ray
system usually appears to require far
more adjustment. This is certainly
true if the number of knobs is taken
into account, but actually, after the
initial tuning up. the effort required
to keep the picture in synchronism is
negligible, and the majority of the

should be set to give approximately
30 lines, with the horizontal speed at
12j, as nearly as can be judged by
the eye. An A.C. transformer
brought near the tube will then give
a number of black bands on the screen
due to interference (see TELEVISION
for January, 1934, p. 8) and when the
horizontal speed is 123f these will re-

The
double

controls

lime

of ibe
ba.re

to

which reference is made
in the accompanjins

article.

controls need not be touched except
to alter the scanning lines to suit another system of transmission.
fhe slight extra trouble at the
initial stages of adjustment is caused
by the fact that the time-base is capable of giving 3G lines (or any other
fixed number required) in an infinity
of ways. For example. 360 traverses
per sec. vertically and 12 horizontally,
or 300 and Io, or any other pair of
ratios which yield 30 ûfl division. The
first step in setting the time-base is,
therefore, to make sure that the horizontal scan is
per sec., and the
vertical speed can be established by
counting the lines.
The time-base should always be
allowed to run for a few minutes to
allow steady conditions to be established. While the mercury relays are
warming up, the temperature rise
causes an alteration in the striking
potential, and it is useless to attempt
fine adjustments under these conditions. After the valves have settled
I

themselves into four wellmarked stationary unes-50 cycles
-- I2
= 4.
The vertical speed can then be altered until approximately 30 lines can
be counted on the screen.
So far no attempt need be made to
frame the picture or obtain the right
picture ratio. On adjusting the grid
bias of the relays to give the right
proportion of picture, it will be
noticed that the speed of the timebase is altered as well. This is unfortunate but inevitable, as an
an
alteration of bias means
alteration in the potential at which
This means that
the relays strike.
the point at which the condenser (lischarges is made either earlier or later
depending on whether the striking
voltage is raised or loweted. After
one has got used to the " feel " of
the controls, due allowance may be
made for this effect, and, indeed, the
" amplitude " knob may be used as a
solve

cases.
The direction of scan is also a point
to be watched before actual reception
is tried, although when the picture is
received a wrong connection in this
respect is shown up immediately when
lettering appears ! '['he reversal of
the scanning is only a matter of reversing the leads to either or both of
the deflector plates, but if it is desired
to have everything right at the start,
the time-base can be slowed down by
the insertion of extra resistance or
by lowering the H.T. volts until the
direction of travel of the beam can be
seen with the eye.
If the scanning lines are irregularly
spaced the linearity of the time-base
may be at fault and the H.T. volts
may be increased. The voltage specified (i,000) gives a wide margin in
linearity of the base, but if the bias of
the relays is too high, the condenser
charging curve may depart from
linearity before the relay strikes.
If the time-base length does not
cover the full diameter of the tube,
the sensitivity of the beam can be increased by reducing the tube anode
voltage, but this usually results in
loss of brightness and is not advisable
on this account.
In very obstinate
cases of irregular time-base the presence of external fields may be the
cause of the trouble, and the connection to the tube may be reversed,

The placing of two coils over the deflector plates
in the tube will displace the origin distortion
rom the centre of the screen.

f

whilst at the same time the tube itself
is turned through a right angle. There
is generally an optimum position for
the tube, and the effect of turning it
should be tried when setting up.
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Modulating

If the tube supply has been built as
a separate unit, the " modulation
terminals on the time-base should be
connected to the terminals in the
shield circuit of the tube, and a radio
signal applied to the " input " terminals. The modulation of the beam
by the sound signal should cause the
scanning lines to become patchy in a
sort of plaid effect, a sustained note
causing a definite stationary pattern
to appear on the screen. The depth
of modulation can now be tested, an
excessive value giving a curl to the
ends of the lines on the screen, and
producing a hard black and white
effect.
When receiving an actual
picture it will be found preferable to
slightly defocus the tube, since the
effect produced is much more pleasing
than a harder definition, and the
space between the scanning lines is
filled up. If the image is weak due
to under-modulation, it can sometimes be improved by reducing the
tube volts, but this leads to reduction in all-over intensity, as said
above.

The whole line screen will then
move to the bottom of the glass and
can then be brought back to centrality by adjustment of the " Shift
knob on the time-base. leaving the
origin distortion at the lower edge
of the screen.

Tube
Oscillation
It sometimes happens that a gasfilled tube has a tendency to oscillate
This has the
at high frequency.
effect of giving little wriggles in the
lines on the screen, and also tends
to affect the uniformity of focus. A
simple remedy for this is to wrap a
sheet of tinfoil round the tube in the
region of the deflector plates, holding it in place with rubber bands.

New Season's G.E.C.
Radio Receivers

THE new season's radio receivers produced by the G.E.C. are
now on the market. There are
Distortion "
t\vo battery operated receivers. One
This has already heeii discussed of these is called the Compact 3, a
(see TELEVISION for January, 1934, powerful and well built 3-valve set
p. y) and while the bright line across in a handsome bakelite cabinet,
the picture does not appear so vivid which houses a moving-coil speaker
when the image is actually on the as well as the accumulator and batIt has single tuning control,
screen, it is nevertheless objection- ter)'.
ble. The best method of getting an illuminated scale, separate selecrid of the horizontal line is to push it tivity and volume controls, and, in
" Origin

down to the bottom of the line screen
by applying a deflecting field to the
tube. If a bias is applied to one of
the defiectors the whole line screen
will be displaced from the centre and
the origin distortion effect will move
with it. The problem is to leave the
distortion behind and fetch the line
screen back on the rentre of the
glass ! To do this the bias is applied by means of a pair of magnetic deflecting coils mounted on the
neck of the tube on level with the
rear deflector plates.
These coils
can be conveniently wound on bobbins measuring i in. by i in. overall diameter, with, say, 3,000 turns
of No. 38.
They can then be
clamped round the neck of the tube
with their axes in the horizontal
plane.
Note that a horizontal deflecting field gives a vertical deflecThe coils are
tion of the beam
then connected in series and a D.C.
current put through them from one
or two accumulators in series with
an adjustable resistance.
!

addition, facilities for an extension
speaker and for a pick-up connec175.
tion. Supplied complete for
6d. it offers remarkable value in view
of its sterling appearance, absolute
reliability and quality of reproduction.
The other battery set, which has
Class B output, is a four-valve with
the power of a mains receiver, giving
a wide range of stations with exceptional quality. Among its salient features are an illuminated metre-calibrated tuning scale, variable-mu
volume control, sensitivity control,
Gecalloy iron-cored tuning coils, moving-coil speaker and gramophone
pick-up connections. Its price is 9
175. 6d., which includes the batteries.
For listeners who have A.C. mains
available, a super-het has been designed in three different forms-as a
table model, a console, and a radiogram. The broadcast receiving circuit is practically identical in all three
Five valves, are employed,
cases.
and an almost unlimited number of

The foil should be directly connected
to the anode of the tube.
Should the time-base refuse to
operate, or should it produce a very
limited travel of the beam, it is possible that the bias battery may be
run down. An open circuit in any
of the deflector plate circuits will
produce an erratic movement of
the beam and it will not be possible to centre it successfully.
The question of actually connecting the H.T. supply to the earth
to elIminate interference is one
which can be determined by experiment. In some cases of A.C. interference it will be found beneficial, but
a great deal depends on the nature
of the mains. The writer has even
found it to depend on the state of
the weather, owing to the effect of
damp on flexible leads!

stations can be tuned in at ample
power and with a quality which
should satisfy the most critical ear.
The table model-with speaker and
panel side by side-has a luminous
station indicator of the vertical type
with the controls neatly arranged
below, and the actual tuning control
is given additional flexibility on account of the sensitivity and tone controis which act as auxiliaries to it.
The circuit incorporates delayed and
amplified A.V.C. so that uniformity
of output is ensured all around the
tuning range. A large energised
moving-coil speaker is fitted in the
inlaid walnut cabinet, and a key can
be employed to silence it if required
when an extension speaker is used.
The same circuit figures in the console model, but instead of being at
the front of the cabinet, the control
panel is placed beneath the hinged
lid.
For districts where D.C. mains
form the means of potential supply
the G.E.C. has devised two models
One of
of a widely differing type.
these can actually be operated on
either A.C. or D.C. mains, and as
such should make a strong appeal to
those who are resident in districts
where conversion of the mains sup-.
ply is impending or is probable at
It incorporates
some future date.
three of the latest forms of Osram
valves, providing thereby exceptional
quality and power with reasonable
range and has a built-in moving-coil
speaker in its bakelite cabinet.
All these receivers are suitable for
television reception with a little
modification .
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sodium and potassium, the photo-electric effect would
be greater. In i8go we find that this is accomplished
and a description is given by Elster and Geitel on the
manufacture of a sodium amalgam photo-electric cell
entirely enclosed in glass and exhausted of air.

The

Photo-electric
Cell
Simply Explained

Photo-cell
and Valve
If one understands the working principles of the
thermionic valve, the essential characteristics and similarities of the photo-electric cell are more easily followed. From a mechanical or constructional point of
view, the only similarity lies in the fact that it has
an anode and an electron-emitting cathode.
In the case of a valve, the electron-emitting cathode
is, of course, the filament, and when this is heated by
an accumulator or battery, electrons are emitted which
then travel to the anode ; the amount of current that
is passed is dependent on the voltage that is applied to
the grid; if this grid voltage varies, then the anode
current will also vary, but on a magnified scale ; the
degree of magnification is dependent to a great extent
on the valve's slope or mutual conductance, which is
expressed in milliamps-per-volt.
Now, if we apply these remarks to the photo-cell,
the initial emission of electrons is cau'ed by a predetermined amount of light falling on the cathode, and
if this light fluctuates in intensity the photo-electric
current will also vary. The degree of variation is, in
this case, dependent upon the sensitivity of the cell,
and is expressed in micro-amps-per-lumen, the lumen
being a unit of illumination.
The emission of electrons from metals when suitably
illuminated is most marked in the case of sodium,
potassium, rubidium, caesium, lithium, strontium and
barium. The oxidisable nature of these metals makes
it essential not only that they be enclosed in a sealed
bulb, but they must be prepared in it ; the metal cathode
cannot be made in the air and then introduced into
the cell.

By C. Q. Lemon, F.Ph.Soc., A.M.I.R.E.
HERTZ, in 1887, during his classical experiments
with an induction coil, observed that the passage
of sparks between the two electrodes was accentuated if the spark gap was illuminated by the sparks
from another induction coil

With the increasing interest that is being shown in the
development of the photo-electric cell and its everwidening field which is being brought about by the
experiments of amateurs and reseach workers, the information contained in this article will be of value in
explaining its working principles in a simple manner.

A number of experiments were performed with a
view to finding out just what caused this effect and
finally Hertz concluded that ultra-violet radiation from
one spark gap could make easier the passage of sparks
He also demonstrated that
across a second gap.
ultra-violet light from other sources was just as effective as a spark.
Hallwachs further developed the work of Hertz
mainly to simplify the fundamental apparatus and in i888
showed that a polished zinc
sphere connected to a goldleaf electroscope and charged
negatively was discharged if
the light from an arc lamp
was allowed to shine on the
If the sphere was
sphere.
charged positively no appreciable effect was noticed upon
illuminating the sphere. Hallwachs concluded that " under
the influence of ultra-violet
radiation negative electricity
leaves a body and follows
electrostatic lines of force."
Fig. i. This diara,n shows
This is referred to as HallIbeform andgeneral design of
the Burt ype of photo-electric
wachs effect.
ce/i.
In i88g. Elster and Geitel
carrying this work further
found that an amalgam of zinc worked better than
zinc alone ; following up this conclusion they thought
that if they could use the alkali metals, particularly

Fig.

2.
How
sodium is introduced
info
the tell e/edro-

¡yi ida//ji.

The process which is most generally used to obtain a
clean film of the metal in the cell is the introduction
of the metal as a vapour, which is then condensed in
In one form of photo-cell,
the required position.
evolved by R. C. Burt, the metal sodium is admitted
into the bulb by electrolysis, whereby the sodium is
deposited on the inside of the cell after it has travelled
through the glass wall of the bulb.
A Burt type sodium photo-cell may possess the form
and internal design shown in Fig. i. The cell con-
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HOW THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL
sists of a bulb (a) of spherical shape, made of glass
absolutely free from lead, and a lamp stem, (b) carrying three electrodes and sealed to the bulb.
Two
electrodes support the filament (c) ; the third electrode
(d) possesses an extension consisting of a piece of
platinum coated wire which is bent sideways towards
the wall of the glass bulb, and acts as a leading-in conductor from the cathode (e) which is formed by condensation at the point in question.
It will be noticed that in the case of this type of
photo-cell, the anode and cathode leads are arranged

loo

o

200

Fg.

3.

The anode vol/age-anode

vaa#m

CONSTRUCTED

This is a very interesting process and it consists of
simply immersing a portion of the previously evacuated
bulb into a molten mixture of salts (approximately
equal proportions of sodium nitrate and sodium
nitrite) at a temperature of about 300° C. Inside the
bulb is suspended a thick filament, which when heated
by an A.C. source, supplies the current necessary for
the electrolysis. The current itself is maintained by
means of a battery of 300 volts, the positive terminal
of which is connected to the molten mixture of salts,
whilst the negative terminal is connected to the filament.
The intensity of the electrolysing current
amounts to between o and zoo milliamps. The
whole cycle of operations necessary for converting the
bulb into a photo-electric cell takes about five minutes
only, during which time such parts of the bulb as are
intended to serve for the condensation of sodium on
them are cooled by a strong current of air.
After a vigorous initial internal clean-up the electrolysis takes place very rapidly.
The sodium cathodes produced in the manner described are of a silvery white colour ; they present a
bright mirror-like surface on the glass side and a finely
granulated dull surface on the inner side. The correct surface condition of the sodium deposit is decisive
for the amount of sensitiveness, whilst its spectral distribution remains the same. (Spectral distribution is
explained later on.) The correctness of this assertion
can be proved most conclusively by carefully increas¡ng the temperature of the cell until the sodium deposit
begins to melt ; the surface of the latter becomes
mirror-like by this process, and the sensitiveness is
reduced to practically zero.
The surface condition of the sodium deposit-whether
mirror-like or of a finely granulated dull descriptiondepends not only on the degree of vacuum and on some
other circumstances difficult to define, but also in a
decisive manner on the temperature and on the surface
condition of the glass wall on which tjie deposit condenses.
Apart from the method of producing photo-electric
cells by electrolysis, the sensitive metal may be introduced into the glass bulb by several other methods.
These may be classified thus : solution, distillation, dis-
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rrent characieristie curve of tjpical
gas-filled pboto-eleeric ce/fr.

that the leads are molten
into the same stem. One would at first think that
this method could be improved upon as the insulation
resistance cannot easily be kept at a higher figure than
io"ohms. This means that with a cell operated at zoo
volts a leakage current of 1o' ampere is passed, the
disturbing effects of which are readily felt in the case
of very accurate galvanometric measurements, whilst
rendering measurement by the electrometer altogether
impossible.
These leakage currents, however, can he rendered
entirely innocuous by using an alternating current
voltage as the cell voltage.
In particular, the insulation resistance should be
considered as being arranged as a shunt resistance between the anode and cathode of the cell. Now if an
alternating voltage is applied to the cell and an ordinary galvanometer is connected in series with the A.C.
supply, there will flow across the cell a pure alternating
current, and the instrument will therefore remain at
rest. If the cell is illuminated, it acts as a complete
rectifier and the galvanometer will indicate only the
direct current flowing through it. This simple scheme
will be effective in the case of leakage currents, which
in the case of a D.C. voltage would produce an indication of many scale divisions.
in a common socket, also

integration.

Solution
This method is not now in common use, but consisted of dissolving the alkali metal in a volatile solvent, and applying this solution to the part of the bulb
When the bulb is evacuated, the
to be sensitised.
solvent evaporates, leaving a thin film of the metal on
the wall.
As an example, lithium may be dissolved in aethylamine and this solution applied to the inside of a glass
bulb upon which a conductor is fixed in order to make
electrical contact to the deposited metals.

Distillation
The introduction of light-sensitive metals into the
glass bulb by distillation may be carried out by joining
to the photo-cell bulb a further bulb or series of bulbs,
the last one of which holds the metal to be distilled.

Electrolysis
Now the electrolytiä introduction of sodium is most
easily understood if we look at Fig. 2
348
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VACUUM AND GAS-FILLED PHOTO-CELLS
This collision ejects an electron from the molecule, leaving the remainder, which
is a positive ion. The electron which caused the impact and the detached electron both travel to the anode,
while the remaining positive ion moves to the cathode.
The increased number of electrons which travel to the
anode, due to the collisions, constitute the magnified
photo-current.
The energy required to detach an electron from a
molecule, or to ionise it, is a property of the molecule,
called the ionisation potential of the gas.
It can be seen that should the ionisation be of suffident intensity, a great number of positive ions travel
to the cathode and this positive ion bombardment is
detrimental to the light sensitiveness of the metal in
certain types of cells.
The main disadvantage of the gas-filled type of
photo-electric cell is the definite potential that is required on the anode in order that it may give its greatest output. The most sensitive operating part of the
curve shown in Fig. 3 is X. This is just below the
ionisation potential of the cell. By keeping the anode
potential constant and varying the illumination, or vice
versa, a point is reached at which the cell is filled with
a luminous glow. The current at this point rises sudis moving fast enough.

This arrangement is evacuated to a high degree and
the bulb holding the metal is then heated so that the
metal distils into the next bulb ; this bulb is heated and
the metal distils to the next and so on for the several
bulbs, until finally the metal is allowed to distil into the
photo-cell bulb and to condense directly upon the glass
wall or else upon a conductive metal coating, such as
silver, which has been previously deposited.
The process of distilling from bulb to bulb sounds
very involved and unnecessary, but this process of redistillation results in the metal becoming increasingly
purer at each distillation, so that the metal finally deposited in the bulb is extremely pure.

Disintegration
Deposition by disintegration or decomposition may
be very easily accomplished by heat treatment.
In one manner of producing a very sensitive photoelectric cell by this means a photo-cell bulb is constructed in which there is fitted internally a silvered
plate which has been oxidised by heat treatment in
oxygen. A metal structure is also fitted internally and
of such a shape that it can hold a pellet of the material
to be decomposed.
FREQUI1CV
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The pellet may be made of a mixture of coesium
chloride and calcium, and when heated decomposes and
condenses on the oxidised silver plate. On further
baking in an oven a reaction takes place between the
alkali metal and the oxygen on the plate, which ultimately results in the formation of oxides of csium
with probably a monatomic layer of csium over the
whole plate.
A cell of this type has a very high sensitivity and
has a great response to artificial light.

denly to a very high value, due to ionisation, and if
allowed to continue will reduce the sensitiveness of the
cathode by positive ion bombardment.
The glow continues until the anode voltage is reduced
to what is termed the " stopping potential." At this

point the glow ceases and the current again determines itself in accordance with the degree of illumination from the light source. The limit to the emission
with a given light source is, therefore, set by the glow
potential, and for the greatest sensitivity and emission
the voltage must be adjusted to a point just below
this value.
The anode voltage-anode current characteristic curve
of typical vacuum and gas-filled cells with a constant
value of light flux incident on the cathode, is also shown
in Fig. 3.
For scientific measurements, such as light photometry, the vacuum type is the best to use, as wide
variations of anode potential above saturation voltage
do not materially affect the output for any given degree
of illumination. This saturation part of the curve is
strictly proportional to the light intensity falling on
the cathode, so long as the quality (or wavelength)
remains unchanged.

Vacuum or
Gas-filled Cells
From the point of view of characteristics and performance there are two distinct type of photo-cells:
the vacuum and the gas-filled cells. The first, as its
name implies, is highly evacuated, while the gas-filled
type contains an inert gas (generally argon) at a pressure ranging between 20 to 150 microns.
The object of introducing gas into the cell is to magnify the initial photo-current through ionisation by
collision.
A collision between an electron and a molecule of
gas results in the molecule being broken if the electron
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HOW THE PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL
The sensitivity of the light-sensitive cathode in any
type of photo-electric cell varies with the wavelength
or frequency of the incident radiation.
Simply, a
photo-electric cell may give its relative maximum output when a radiation having a wavelength of 700
millimicrons, which appears visually as red light,
falls on the cathode ; whereas a wavelength of 450

GRH
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metrically on both sides of this wavelength, the lower
limit being about 400 millimicrons, and the upper limit
about 73° millimicrons.
Photo-electric cells may be made similar in colour
response to that of the human eye, although almost
all metals used as light sensitive cathodes have their
own peculiar and differing responses.
The colour sensitivity and range of the human eye
(a), together with typical colour sensitivity curves of a
vacuum type sodium-cathode cell (b), cesium cell (e),
arid gas-filled rubidium cell (d), are given in Fig. 5.

Colour
Sensitivity

VIOLET

IS

1ED

Amplification
The current which is passed by the photo-cell is so
small that only very delicate instruments can successfully measure it, but by magnifying this current by
means of a valve amplifier, quite large current changes

I-.

4OO

X
Fig.

y

.

oo

5oo

are available. The simplest single valve photo-electric
cell amplifier is shown in Fig. 6. This circuit gives
an overall amplification of I0-I0 times and is emin-,
ently suitable as the basis of all photo-cell experiments
and can be used for a variety of effects.
It will be seen that the photo-electric cell is in series
with a high-voltage grid bias battery and the grid of
the amplifying valve. If the cell is in darkness, however, it acts as an insulator and prevents this high
negative grid bias from getting to the grid, and, therefore, the anode current has a value which is approximately that which occurs at zero bias. But, when we
illuminate the cell, the grid bias is then conducted
through and so reduces the anode current by an amount
which is determined by the value of the effective negative bias, which in turn is determined by the brilliancy

7OO

IN

(Milhmicrons)
Curves showing the colour .censilivity of different types of photoelectric cells.

millimicrons, that is, blue light, may give a response
which is only a fraction of that for red light.
As is well known, white light may be split up into its
components by projecting it through a glass prism. The
beam of white light then resolves itself into a band of
coloured light, called a spectrum. At one end we have
violet, then blue, blue-green, green, green-yellow, yellow, orange and red. The wavelengths of these
coloured bands are approximately as follows:Violet
410 millimicrons
Blue

Green
Yellow

470
520
580

Orange

600

,,

Red
6o
If we could devise a prism which would resolve into
bands or octaves, the whole gamut of radiant energy,
including visual light) the spectrum would appear as
Fig. 4.
This classifies the spectrum of radiant energy according to frequency and its vavelength in centimetres.
It is remarkable that the octave of frequencies which
constitutes visibile light forms but the smallest fraction of the entire range. The visible range is, of course,
limited by the sensibility of the human eye. A frequency of approximately 750 thousand billion vibrations per second produces the sensation of violet light,
while a freqeuncy of half this produces the sensation
of red light.
The human eye is most sensitive to radiation of a
wavelength of 550 millimicrons, falling off almost sym-

Fig. 6.

A

simple single-valve pboto-elec.eric cell ampl:jIer.

of the illumination. In short, when the illumination is
increased, the anode current is decreased by the increased negative bias, and when the cell is in darkness
the anode current is at its maximum.
Apart from the construction of photo-electric cells
utilising the alkali metals, there are several other forms
of light sensitive cells which have been evolved.
Amongst the types of cells which have been developed
may be mentioned the following : Photo-conductive
cells, photo-voltaic cells.
A description of these will
be given in a later article.
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The mechanícal arrangements of a
are the simplest possible,
merely a revolving shaft upon which
is mounted the commutator against
which rubbing contact is made with
carbon brushes. The bearings may
be either plain or fhe ball type. Provided that the former type are kept
well lubricated with a suitable oil it
is doubtful whether one is better than
the other and with proper attention
the wear of plain bearings is cornparatively insignificant. Steady runfling is, however, impossible if there
is any looseness of the shaft in the
bearings.
In the case of ball bearings there
is one source of trouble which is very
common and which is not due to any
defect in manufacture. This is the
presence of particles of grit in the
bearing. Working tolerances are so
small in the case of ball bearings that
solid particles of a thousandth of an
inch can upset the working and not
infrequently these find their way in
from the packing, etc.
The first care then should be to
ascertain if the armature shaft is
quite free and to do this it is absolutely essential to remove the scanning disc or drum and the commutator brushes. Then the spindle can
be gently rotated with the fingers and
note made of the slightest irregularity
which may be felt.
It will not be
difficult to ascertain the cause of this
if it is present. Grit or other matter
will result in sudden light checks

gear is employed with a motor
mechanical scanner or not,
much of the difficulty of holding the
picture steady can as often as not be
ascribed to minor defects in the
motor and it will usually be found
that if a little simple attention is

The running of thejnotor will be improved if
the brushes are bedded down to fit the cornmutator , this photograph shows how the corred contour can be obtained bj rubbing them
on a piece of sandpaper held as shown.

given to this much of the trouble will
disappear. It might be thought that
with a motor that has had comparatively little use no defects would be
present, but the writer's experience
is that defects of a minor character
are more likely to be present in a
new motor than in one that has had
some use.
Everyone who has used a mechanical scanner will have appreciated how
sensitive is the device to the smallest
amount of friction from external
sources, as, for instance, when the
finger is pressed on the spindle ; and
lt will be realised that if this friction
1s of an irregular character then the
resulting trouble will be increased
very greatly.
Elimination of friction, and particularly any that is likely to be of an
irregular nature, therefore, is one
line of attack, and the other is the
elimination of the electrical equivalent produced by bad contacts.

RUNNING
being felt and faulty alignment of the
bearings will be indicated by some
amount of stiffness at certain positions of the shaft.
The elimination of grit from small
ball bearings is often a difficult matter usually necessitating repeated
washings in paraffin or petrol. The
latter is more effective as it will
allow the bearing to be thoroughly
dried out and then it is probable that
the grit can be dislodged by means
of a brush or a jet of air from a tyre
pump.

Taking 1Jp
Slackness

Faulty alignment can often be remedied by slightly enlarging the
holes in the end plates and moving
these a little in one direction or another ; care, however, must be taken
to get the holding screws quite tight
again upon assembly otherwise there
is the possibility of the bearing moving. Slight wear in plain bearings
may he taken up by tinning the insides with solder ; this is a simple
expedient and quite effective.
Any
oil present should be got rid of by
heating and then the inside be made
bright and sufficiently hot to melt
the solder so that it will run over the
inside when applied ; any surplus
should be shaken off and then a piece
of rag drawn through whilst the
bearing is still quite hot. ThiÑ will
leave a smoothly tinned surface which

Sparking is freqmntly due to high insulation between the commutator segments : this photograph
shows how

it can

be reduced.
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if kept properly lubricated will wear
quite well, and it will be found that
the internal size of the hole will have
been reduced by two or three thousandths of an inch.
Of equal importance to the bearings is the correctness of the position
of the armature in the field magnet
tunnel; this must be quite central
and it is a matter that should be
checked up when a motor is purchased; a motor which has this fault
(and it is not uncommon) should be
returned to the makers.

AUGUST, 1934

then a strip of the paper should be
taken and lapped over and worked
backwards and forwards.
A more usual cause of sparking is
high insulation between the commutator segments ; the insulation between each bar should be definitely
lower than the metal. The method
used to ensure this is to cut the insulation away with a fine saw, such as

The Commutator
and Brushes
Assurance having been made that
(he armature revolves quite truly and
freely, attention should be given to
the commutator and brushes. Motors
are frequently sent out with the ends
of the latter flat (see sketch) so that
only a line contact is being made with
the commutator segments, and therefore only one segment is in contact
at any given time. Very much improved results will be obtained if the
end of the brush is shaped so that it
will fit the commutator and make contact with more than one segment at
a time; not only will this make for
steadier running but it will reduce
sparking. To give the brush ends
the correct curvature the armature
should be removed from the machine
and a piece of fine sandpaper wrapped
round the commutator and the brush
rocked gently backwards and forwards on this until it is rubbed away
Care, of
to the required shape.
course, must be taken when refitting
the brush to ensure that it is in the
correct position.
One final point which concerns the
brushes : make sure that they slide
quite freely in their holders and also
that the springs which hold them in
position do not bind.
A motor should run with hardly
perceptible sparking at the points of
contact of the brushes ; sparking is
due to incorrect commutation and
bad design generally, a worn commutator, high insulation between the
incorrect
segments,
commutator
brush pressure and improper contact
between brushes and commutator. A
badly worn commutator will require
tobe skimmed up in a lathe, but in
the case of small motors usually a
little treatment with fine glass paper
will suffice. In some cases it will be
possible to hold the sandpaper against
the commutator whilst the machine
is running; if this is not possible

Two diagrams illustrating the incorrect and
omct sbape of Iho brushes.

a piece of broken hacksaw blade, the
undercutting being made to a depth
of about r /64th of an inch below the
surface of the metal. The importance of this undercutting cannot be
too strongly stressed for the best running conditions cannot be obtained
even if insulation and metal are exactly level.
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SYNCHRONISING BY

A.C.

MAINS
POSSIBILITIES
of
simple
methods of synchronising may
lie in the use of 50-cycle A.C.
mains to control scanning movements
at transmitter and receiver. Unless
both are on the same actual supply,
of course, such synchronisation is impossible because different A.C. supplies of the same nominal frequency
may differ from instant to instant.
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The pressure of the brushes also
has an important bearing on the runfling of the motor.
If this is too
heavy, then in the case of a small
motor a considerable load will be
imposed and the motor may tend to
get hot or be incapable of performing
its work ; if on the other hand the
pressure is too light, then poor contact will result and probably sparking
take place. It is an easy matter
to alter the brush pressure within
limits either by cutting one or two
coils off the spring (to reduce. the
pressure) or stretching it slightly if
an increase is required. As a rule
it will be found that the pressure is
rather in excess of what is actually
required.
Finally, a few words regarding the
best running conditions.
It is always best to have a motor of which
the power is very little in excess of
that required for driving the disc at
the correct speed as this makes critical control more easy than if a fairly
large amount of power has to be controlled. See that the commutator is
kept quite free from oil and if it
shows signs of blackening or becoming burnt the reason should be ascertamed and the trouble rectified.
Sparking should not be tolerated at
any cost ; once it starts it will rapidly
become worse and apart from the
interference which will result, the
motor will be spoilt.

Even on the same A.C. supply a
phase-control would most probably
be necessary at the receiver as a
means of framing, but this would represent no great difficulty.
As a matter of fact in view of the
limited range of a 7-metre transmitter to a small locality, it seem not at
all improbable that the whole district
might reasonably be on the same
A.C. supply-at least when the present spread of A.C. supply is fully
matured. The district of London is
possibly one of the worst left in the
country, on account of the number
of supply authorities, but even in this
case a surprising majority of consumers are on the same actual frequency
of supply.
Fifty-cycle supply can easily be
used to control framing and scanning saw-tooth sources in cathoderay systems at sub multiples and
multiples of the 50-cycle frequency.

-G.S.
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The
springy. The string used is relatively thick.
same belt can be used for both sets of pulleys and is
slipped right off when the electric motor is in use.
It will be seen from one of the pictures that the
motor is on sliders, this is only to enable it to be
The
easily removed and used for other purposes.
connecting link between the electric motor and the
driving shaft is a rubber band looped through a
Meccano "flange-wheel" and hooked on to an assembly made of two bolts and a ' 'face-plate, ' ' details of
which can be seen in Fig. 3. 'The electric motor is,
of course, mechanically disconnected when the clockwork motor is in use.
The electric motor is driven off the A.C. mains via
an auto-transformer which gives a selection of voltages from 25 to 250 volts, with a ioo-ohm resistance
The connecting link between the
for fine control.
driving shaft and the disc spindle, is a round piece of
diameter taken from the lid of
rubber about .125
a potted meat jar. This flexible link was found necessary as the parts of the apparatus were built separately, and difficulty was found in lining up the two
shafts accurately.

Using the
Experi mental

Light Chopper
By Robert Desmond
LAST month we came to the point of how we are
to rotate the disc of the chopper at the required
speeds. As pointed out the range required is
high-roughly fr orn .069 to i 39 revolutions per second
to produce light fluctuations of froni 25 to 50,000.

fl.

Last month constructional details of a light chopper were
given, an apparatus of which many television phenomena can
be studied. This article explains how the apparatus is used.

Checking
the Speed
The next problem is that of checking the speed of
rotation and thereby knowing the frequency of the
light interruptions or pulses.
Two stroboscopic methods will be given. No explanation of this effect will be given as TELEvIsIoN
readers will be fully acquainted with the principles of
the stroboscope.
The wide range of speeds required has been some-

Originally one electric motor was used, the armatureshaft being coupled direct for speeds above 2 r.p.s.,
while complicated gearing was used for the lower
speeds. This method was, however, found not entirely satisfactory and it was decided to use a clockwork motor for the lower speeds. Figs. r and 2 show
the driving mechanism.

Driving
Motors
The electric motor was bought at a junk shop for
8s. 6d. and having a small armature, 1.125 inch in
diameter runs at the speed of I,ioo revolutions per
minute without load. It is of the type used in hairdressing apparatus, suitable for A.C. or D.C., being
series wound.
The clockwork-motor is a Swiss gramophone motor
which cost 35. 6d. second-hand. The rest is made
from Meccano parts, the general construction being
best seen from the illustrations. It was found that
for the governor of the gramophone motor to be really
effective the driving spindle speed should not be less
than '7 r.p.m. and as 25 cycles or light pulses is
only equal to about 4 r.p.m. the speed must be reduced by some sort of gearing. This was done by
driving a 3 in. diameter pulley on the driving shaft by
a .5 in. pulley on the gramophone motor spindle which
gives a reduction of 5.43 and not 6 as would be expected ; this is due to the grooves of the pulleys.
The fastest speed at which the gramophone motor
will run easily is a spindle speed of loo, which is a
frequency of Ib. Two more pulleys are used, a 2 in.
driving 1.5 fl. which gives a step-up in speed of 1.33
on the gramophone motor. The special shaft for running a stroboscope pattern is driven off the driving
shaft by a worm working into .5 in. pinion ; this gives
a reduction of '9 to i . The driving belt is of string,
which was found best after trying Meccano's special
product and also rubber bands, both of which were too

F,.&.

I

.-A view of the alíer,íve driving mechinisms.
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what reduced by the various gearing already described, at least where it can be measured. It will be
noted that there are three points where a stroboscope
pattern can be attached.
(i) On the gramophone
spindle, (2) on the main driving shaft; () on the special shaft for the pattern. All three are used in both
methods. If we use constant light interruptions a
separate pattern will be required for every frequency,
which of course could not be conskiered.
Even if
only the octaves were required 12 patterns would be
required for the ii octaves between 25 and 51,200
cycles. One can use one pattern for, say, ioo cycles,
and bear in mind that it will appear stationary every
time the frequency doubles itself.
Making a stroboscope pattern of more than iSo
Fpokes in small sizes is not too easy unless reduced
from a large drawing photographically. In the case
in question 263 spokes are required to indicate 25

3

.-De/ails of thsfaa-plate

eouj.iling device.

.

For our requirements the neon should flash from o
to about 3,000 times per second. As it is generally
necessary to have R of the order of a megohm and
as it is so difficult to obtain variable resistances of a
reliable kind of even . megohm it was decided to
vary the capacity and the circuit ; Fig. 6 was wired up.
The eight groups of condensers were all individually
measured for their capacity. The variable condensers
being two old straight-line capacity type, rated at i,000
JL/Lf each but actually over 1,400
f.
The seven
fixed condensers must each he less than the maximuth
of the two variable ones. The rather high minimum
of 261 L/Lf in the writer's apparatus was chiefly due to
the capacity of the leads to the neon lamp which, of
course, must be calibrated with the variable condensers. The transformer is used to check the frequency

Fig.

7.-Tbe

pulses per second even when mounted on the gramophone spindle. Fig. 4 is a table of patterns for ocycle A.C. mains which is 100 flashes per second. They
are correct to the nearest whole number; the position
where to mount Ihem is also given. Even with the
system of one pattern being used to indicate more than
one speed, at least two dozen patterns would be required, for any sort of useful range.
An alternative method is to have the pattern fixed
and vary the light flashes on the stroboscope, but this
requires a calibrated flashing light source to check a
This seems ridiculous, but as
similar light source
already pointed out it is most,difficult to get a flashTng
light source of constant output suitable for making
measurements by ; though for observing a stroboscopic
pattern it is a relatively simple matter.
The relaxed oscillating neon is well known to
readers. Theoretically it is capable of a wide range
of frequencies up to those described as radio. The
The period of the
simple circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
current pulses T is equal to C R A :
Where C = capacity in farads.
R = resistance in ohms.
Vr
A=

-

the frequency against capacity and one, of course, gets
a straight line curve. As R and A are fixed to cornmence with and provided the same H.T. is applied, the
calibration will hold for a given neon.
Only three patterns are required. One iSo-spoked
pattern on the larger gramophone driving pulley,
which when appearing stationary will give light pulses
of

-

X

T, where T is Ihe number of flashes of

5.43
the neon per second. The above is for the pair of
pulleys gearing down. For gearing up the pair 2.X 1.33
xT gives the required pulses. The second pattern of
48 spokes on the main shaft when stationary equals
7.5 .X T pulses. And finally go spokes stationary on
the special stroboscope shaft equals 4 .X 1.9 X T pulses.
Fig. 7 shows the apparatus complete in the writer's
laboratory. The neon stroboscope lamp can be seen

V3

Where Vi = difference of striking and breaking volt.

coî#pleic ltght cbopper in the author's laboratory.

by connecting the secondary to a pair of headphones
and is of the ordinary telephone type. The neon is a
small indicating type. The potentiometer is used to
adjust V2 in the factor A.
Calibration is relatively simple. The capacity of all
the condensers being known, one has only to adjust
the potentiometer, with the capacities all in or nearly
so, till the note in the 'phones is o cycles compared
with a 50-cycle A.C. mains. Now halve the capacity
for ioo cycle and halve again for 200, arid so on. Plot

!

V2

V2
H.T. voltage.
V3 = mean voltage on neon.

ages.
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held in position by a retort stand ; also the pattern on
On the left is a plywood
the gramophone spindle.
metal-lined box in which is a photo-cell, which has just
been tested. On the right is the neon tone source for
indicating the speed.
In conclusion, let us briefly say what a light chopper is used for in a television laboratory. It is the
only apparatus that can " squeak " a television amplifier properly. Ordinary oscillators are of no use
for the purpose as the signal cannot be injected in the
proper way, throùgh the photo-cell. In the generation of a television signal it is no use having a perfect

.
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50-cycle A.C. mains.

Fig. z.--Another

amplifier if the input arrangements of the photo-cell or
the cell characteristics are not 'up to the job required
of them. So the " squeak " must be in the form of
light varying in frequeiw.y, but at a constant strength.
Phase distortion can bestudied by generating a signal
of a wave-form known to require definite harthónks
for its reproduction. After passing such a signal,
through the photo-cell and amplifier it can be inspected
on a cathode-ray tube and the output results compared
with that of the input.
As a tone source of any
wave-form with photo-cell and amplifier that may be
required its uses are endless. Tb the musically minded
who may wish to hear the sounds of any note that
they may choose to draw it also has possibilities.

view

of the driving arrangements giving details
f the gears.

Thermionic Emission,

Ph.D.,
:

F.Inst,P.

j. Reimann,
Chapman and Hall,

by Arnold

B.Sc.,

Ltd.,

price 21S.
This book is an advanced and comprehensive survey

of thermionic phenomena. Early history and a summàry of the new science are given- in the first chapter
and chapters II, Ill, and iV deal with electron emission from clean metals, contaminated metals, and oxide
cathodes respectively. rhe modern theory of electron
emission is dealt with at length in chapter V, and the
emission of ions in the final chapter. The author is a
member of the research stafi of the General Electric
Co., Ltd., and the book. is probably the most authoritative work on this comparatively new subject.
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THE LITERATURE OF TELEVISION
Television-To-day and To-morrow, lines of the subject fairly thoroughly
by Sydney A. Moseley and H. J. in the following sequence history
Barton Chapple. Fourth edition, and principles, optical and electrical
'934. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, problems, practical applications of
:

Ltd. 7s. 6d.
This book is largely concerned with
the historical development of the
Baird system and gives accounts of
the various demonstrations that have
been made from time to time. Most
of the technical matter is also devoted to Baird apparatus and other
information is very general. Chapters are devoted to synchronism,
photo-cells and neons and the wireless receiver for television. Noctovision and phonovision occupy two
chapters and in the latest edition
some information is given on ultrashort waves possibilities and the
cathode-ray tube.
Television in
other countries is very briefly dealt
with in a matter of a dozen pages.
The book is written in a popular style
and is easily understandable, but its
scope is rather limited.

Experimental Television, by A.
Frederick Collins. First edition,
1933. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,
Ltd. ios. 6d.
The author of this publication is
Actually the book
an American.
consists of a collection of electrical
and optical experiments, which are
related to television, though many of
them are somewhat redundant. No
pretence is made of great scientific
accuracy or detail, but to those who
are unacquainted with the fundamental problems in television it will
The
provide an easy introduction.
contents include experiments with
light, vision, scanning discs, photoelectric cells, amplifiers, neon lamps,
electric waves, synchronism and
cathode-rays. Two chapters are devoted to the construction of a transmitter and receiver though these are
not based upon English practice and
have little value from a constructional point of view in this country.
The book cannot be regarded as a
serious contribution to the science,
but there is much in it that will be
useful to the' beginner and experimen ter.
La Television et ses Progres, by P.
Dunod,
Hemardinquer, 1933.
92 Rue Bonaparte, Paris.
A French publication which is not
available translated. It s an excellent book which covers the main out-

A large number of requests have been
received from readers for particulars of
books dealing with the subject of television.
It will be understood that as the subject is
comparatively new there is not a very
extensive bibliography in book form but
no doubt the following information will be
helpful to those who wish to take up the
study of the subject. In making a choice
some regard should be had to the date of
publication as it will be understood that
in some cases considerable development
has taken place since. It is not claimed
that the list is complete for only those
publications have been included which are

struction has taken place since the
hook was written, but it will be useful to those who wish to become
thoroughly acquainted with the construction and operation of the disctype receiver.

First Principles of Television, by A.

Dinsdale, 1932. Chapman and
Hall, Ltd.
This is probably the best book
that has been published on the subject, though of course considerable
development has taken place since
1932, its date of publication. It provides a complete survey of television
and is practical without being too
technical.
The contents include
elementary considerations, a survey
of light-sensitive devices, details of
early experiments, descriptions of
readily available.
most of the successful systems,
methods of synchronising, an analysis of iniage structure, a discussion
known principles, transmission and on transmission channels and the prereception, amateur television and sent (1932) state of the art in Great
cathode-ray principles. It is a prac- Britain, Germany, and America.
tical book and to those acquainted Even though the book is now somewith French will be easy to under- what out of date, inasmuch as it canstand.
not, of course, deal with the latest
progress
that has been made, it is a
The A B C of Television, by R. F.
Yates, 1929.
Chapman and publication that will be found extremely useful to either the beginner
.
Hall, Ltd. ios. 6cl.
This book treats the subject in a or the advanced student.
rather cursory manner and a large Practical Television, by E. T. Lamer,
part of it is occupied with descrip1928. Ernest Benn, Ltd.
tions of picture telegraphy systems.
This book also is out of date and
It is of American origin and, of the treatment of the subject is very
course, is now rather out of date.
general. It includes historical matTelevision for the Amateur Construc- 1er, pictures by wire systems, and
tor, by H. J. Barton Chapple, fundamental principles.
1933. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Television-Theory a nd Practice, by
Ltd. 12S. 6cl.
J. H. Reyner, 1934. Chapman
The main theme in this book is the
and Hall, Ltd. 125. 6cl.
construction of television receivers of
is the most recent publication
This
the disc type and the associated wire- and a review appeared in the July
less vision receiver. A general ex- issue of this Journal. The contents
position of the theory is given, but include the art in practice, the eye in
this mostly relates to the disc scan- television, optical systems, photoner. The wireless vision receiver is cells, the cathode-ray tube, time-base
dealt with in considerable detail, circuits, cathode-ray television, film
about 120 pages being devoted to television, the television receiver,
this though the information in this special systems, velocity modulation,
respect relates chiefly to the disc colour television and foreign pracmachine. Mirror-drum receivers are tice. lt differs from most books in
Cononly dealt with very briefly.
that no attempt is made to provide a
siderable progress in amateur con- historical survey of the subject.
A
few unfortunate errors appear in the
READ
text and illustrations, but the book
will provide the student with a good
insight into the subject.
REGULARLY

TELEVISION

(Continued in 3rd tolumn ofpage 358.)
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REVIEWS OF THE PROGRAMMES AND RECEPTION REPORTS
THE radio receiver used in the
transmitter room behind the
studio is now mains synchronised, and results during the transmission of Carnln, when it was first
used, show that it provides a rehable check. A separate radio check
was added to a line check when the
studio was transferred to Portland
Place and, since March, pictures on
two screens have been visible from
the control desk. It is essential for
engineers at the transmitting end to
know beyond possibility of doubt
what sort of image is being broadcast, and this result is now achieved.
Previously one receiver was radio
synchronised and, owing to severe
mains fluctuations, the picture was
tnsteady. These fluctuations in the
mains are a local condition caused by
the heavy and varying loads imposed
by the electrical equipment at Broadcasting House nearby and one curious effect was that engineers were
receiving better pictures in their
homes some miles away than could
be got by radio on the spot.

A

The six-valve receiver in use was
designed by D. C. Birkinshaw, research engineer, and consists of an
H.F. amplifier (in which great preautions have been taken to prevent
sideband cutting), a diode rectifier, a
special amplifying stage developed by
the B.B.C. resear:h engineers, and
three standard resistance-coupled amplifying stages. The job is designed
lo give the best possible results on
a radio picture, and now that automatic mains synchronisation is employed, a better picture is obtained
than I have seca before on the
screen behind the scanner.
The scenery used during the past
month has not been an unqualified
Though the backcloth
success.
looks crude when viewed in the
studio, the drawings in black and
white become natural when seen by
television, I am all in favour of
painting the scene in this way. The
effect is to clothe the studio, normally
rather bare, and I like to see as
many changes as possible in the
course of a programme. This may

.rcenefrom the ballet "The Gods Go A-begging" with Lydia Sokolova and Slanislas Idrikowski

be a matter of taste, but there is a
positive advantage from the use of
scenery in the sense of speed obtained
by seeing artists moving in front of
a stationary object or design. There
is also no doubt that " props " are
an aid to perspective in the picture.
Susie Salaman has been responsible
for the scenic effects in several recent programmes : Cleopatra, The
Gods Go A-Begging ballet, and
Carmen. Her bold style suits the
medium and her settings for Cleo-

patra and the opera made splendid
pictures on the screen. In The Gods
Go A-Begging, the scene was overcharged and the figures seemed to
me to lose definition against a backcloth laden with paint. One looker
complained to me that his images
were blurred, which may have been
due to his apparatus. But the producer is wise enough to consider the
effect of his productions in visors
which' are crude, judged by 1934
standards, and the backcloth will be
less elaborate in future.
Nine big photo-eitctric cells are
now in use and, as each new cell is
four times as powerful as the old,
thirty-six small cells would be needed
to produce the same result. Equip'nent at Broadcasting House cornprised only sixteen small cells, and
pictures are certainly better lighted
by the new arrangement.
A third microphone of the condenser type is now fitted in a stand
round the angle of the studio wall
for use by the announcer. In this
position he will be out of sight where
the betm from the scanner cannot
reach him and the dim light of his
reading lamp will not affect the transmission. It is intended to keep the
microphone permanently in this place
so that it can be discovered when
needed in the darkness. The orchestral microphone is more or less a fixturc behind the black curtain which
shields the music lamps used by the
band, but the artists' microphone
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must always be mobile to suit the
action of the programmes.
In the
twilight of the studio it is enough to
have one length of cable trailing
across the floor.
If correspondence is any guide
there is less looking, as there is less
listening, during the summer months,
and the producer for July reports
that he is recciving comparatively
few letters about programmes. So
a telegram of congratulation from
Mr. O. H. Relly, of Eastbourne, was
all the more welcome after the
second Cocktail Club programme.
This correspondent considered that
the transmission was the best technically that he had seen and the show
had amused him more than any
other. His reception was so good
that he could see the rims of glasses
standing on the bar. How tantalising I
Roy Royston was broadcasting for
the first time in this programme and
is now engaged for his original part
in the radio production of The Girl
Friend. Another case of an artist
introduced to the microphone in the
television studio and afterwards
booked for a broadcasting show.
This Cocktail Club is a bright and
spontaneous effort, calculated to
raise the spirits in the forenoon.
Charles Heslop was a guest that
morning and so was Signor Vittorio
Podrecca, whose extended season at
the Fortune Theatre enabled him to
appear again during the month.
Marionettes usually fail to mve me,
but these little people have wit and
charm. Lack of detail in the picture
hides their imperfections, and was
possible to forget that they were
dolls. Nearly every emotion is within their range.
In transmission they occupied the
whole screen so lookers were not
conscious of their size. Before the
scanner- their diminutive stature
gives them an advantage over human
artists because they are able to
move and dance close to the lens 4n
a focus which would taken only the
head and shoulders of an actor.
'J'here were moments when their
movements became uncannily perfect.
The dolls are operated by long
strings, and scaffolding with planks
at the top was raised to the ceiling
to enable the operators to work from
above. Though the ceiling is lofty,
there was barely room.
Carmen of all operas needs to be
seen as well as heard and was, therefore, a good choice for an experiment

AUGUST, 1934

television.
Drastic cuts were
necessary in the score which had to
be compressed to forty minutes and
still it was easy to follow the plot.
It was a realistic scene when Carmen
(Sarah Fischer) was stabbed by Don
Jose (Heddle Nash) and behind the
curtain there was the usual rush to
get changed in time, which was not
always achieved. Heddle Nash was
delighted with the role and resolved
lo sing it on the operatic stage.
in

Lion

Piece

;

and Hilda Mareno, who

will sing in Spanish to blend with
Reuben Garcia, a newcomer in dances

with castenets.
August 3rd (at u a.m.):
Leslie French in songs, and Nini
Theilade in dances, from A Midsummer Night's Dream; both are playing in the open air theatre.

"The Literature of Television"
(Continuedfrom page 356.)

Television : Its Methods and Uses,
McGraw-Hill,
by E. Felix.
1931.

155.

This book is of interest as presenting the American point of view
on some of the problems connected
The author diswith television.
cusses in detail the difficulties encountered and the obstacles which
still remain to be overcome. It is a
pity, however, that he does not give
due weight to the work done by
British pioneers in the field.
The standard of performance required and the limitations of television equipment are dealt with very
fully.

Itemsof

Interest

Television Enthusiasts at Olympia

One of Signor Podrecca's marionettes ; the marionei/es were " visiting members " in the Cocktail
Club proSramme, and the picture2 shows a marionette

imitating Josephine Baker.

Another exquisite performance was
given by Sokolova. this time with
ldzikowski in The Gods Go A-Begging. Pupils from her school took
part in the ballet and it is good for
the new art that ballerinas of the
future should be trained from youth
in the technique and routine of television.
Future programmes for the diary:
Friday, July 27th (in the morning):
First appearance of Wendy Toye,
the young dancer from The Golden
Toy and Ballerint. I was charmed
by her performance at audition and
recommend this transmission, which
also includes our friends, Gavin
Gordon and Leonie Zifado.
July 3ist (at night):
George Sanders, returning to the
studio after his success in Conversa-

The Edison Swan Co. are showing
an improved type of cathode-ray tube
in which the distortion dueto "threshold effect" has been overcome. The
performance of the tube will be deinonstrated cxi -the stand and full circuit details of the scanning and
The
modulation will be available.
price of the new tube has been provisionally fixed at £8 8s. od. but gasfilled tubes operating at slightly lower
anode voltage will still be available
at £6 6s. od. The company's television engineer, Mr. Price, will be
available during part of the time to
discuss problems with engineers.
Sound Sales, Ltd., of Highgate,
are showing a new range of highvoltage transformers for use with
cathode-ray equipment. The apparatus on their stand will include a
mains-operated double time-base and
H.T. supply unit for the tube. We
aie informed that the complete equipment can be supplied to customer's
specification aoci that inquiries for
power transformers and high-voltage
transformers are welcomed.
This company are also marketing
transformers for
I ratio isolating
neon lamps aiid 12 V. secondary
transformers for projector lamps.
I

:
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THE TELEVISION ENGINEER

AN OPTICAL
IT"

PARADOX

is strange how curious little
local flaws " develop and stick

in the sets of rules and precepts
which form the empirical framework
of various branches of technical
knowledge.
Scarcely any subject
is free from rule-of-thumb methods
of one sort or another, and few
rules-of-thumb cover all cases. Occa-

WHAT
sionally a rule-of-thumb arises which
covers no case, and is simply untrue : a result of a slip of memory
or a piece of inaccuracy on someone's part. One is reminded of
\Vells' description of the kind of
thing that sometimes happens in
elementary schools even to-day: in
" Joan and Peter," Miss Mills, the
teacher of arithmetic, had one or
two foggy places in her equipment.
She was not clear about seven sevens
or eight eights, but had a confused,
irregular tendency to think that they
might amount in either case to fiftysix.
'' But,'' as \'Vells put it, '' there
vas a guiding light in Peter's little

This is the fourth article
J. C. Wilson, on the
of television. It deals
misconceptions of optical
by

IS

of a series,
paradoxes
with some
efficiency.

cult. Suppose a square, fiat, even
source, of edge x (see diagram)
yields, with a lens of focal length f,
an image of edge y, and that the
distances of source and image from
the lens-centre are a and b respectively, the diameter of the lens being
d, then the total light caught by the
lens is:

LIGHT EFFICIENCY?

''

In a simple lens system, the
maximum optical efficiency is obtamed when the image formed is
equal in size to the object." At
first sight, this seems quite a useful, unostentatious sort of rule, of
special value in lens condensing systems for Kerr cell and other optical
systems in which light from a small
source is concentrated upon a small
aperture.
On closer examination,
however, it leads to the inquiry:
" What is optical efficiency?" and
this leads to trouble at once.
If by maximum optical efficiency is
meant the greatest amount of light
in the image (assuming the object to
be a luminous source), then the pro-

B x'd2r

Lumens

Liens

4

a2

where B is the intrinsic brightness
of the source in candles per unit area.
The intrinsic brightness of the
image is obtained by dividing this
amount of light by the area of the
image (assuming negligible loss by
absorption and reflections at the
lens), i.e.
B

x'd'ir

lumens per sq. unit.

'image

a'y2

4

But by ordinary lens-optics, x/y
=a/b if the image is in focus properly. Hence:

I=-.-.B
ir

d2

4

b2

Using the well-known formula
+ i/b = i/f we have:

J1QIr:I:= =

b =

so that

I

=

fa/(af)

- .

4

I/a

.

(i

f/a)2.B

P2

where P is a new quantity termed the
photographic aperture of the lens,
A diagram explaining lbs arSument in the text relating Io optical efficiency.
defined as f/d.
This formula for I shows at once
head that made him grip at last upon position is obviously untrue, for we several interesting things, for inthe conviction that . . . when have only to move the lens nearer stance : since P is fixed (for any
this haunting fifty-six flapped about and nearer to the source (forming, at given lens) and so is f, then making
more
in the sums, it was because Miss the same tim; a larger and larger a larger will make (i
Mills, grown-up teacher though she image of it beyond the lens) to catch nearly unity (its largest value) and so
But
more and more light and so reach a tend to make I a maximum.
was, was wrong."
definite maximum when the source increasing a indefinitely means a
What IS Optical
is at the focus of the lens and the smaller and smaller image, until it
image is indefinitely far off, and in- becomes a pin-point and has a brightEfficiency ?
definitely large.
ness equal to
Now, in optics there arc one or
If, on the other hand, by maximum
two vague spots which have not, optical efficiency is meant the greatperhaps, been given the attention est amount of light per unit area of
4 P2
they deserve. For instance, there is the image, or the greatest intrinsic
To make this equal the original
an idea extant that may be put brilliancy of it, then verification (or brightness of the source B, we must
succinctly in the following terms: disproof) becomes a little more diffi(Continued on page 373.)
b

'.1

f/a)'
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Heads, lady and gentleman,
who afterwards danced together.
( 5) Two ladies, one with bandeaux
in hair, who several times whispered into the other's ear sorne
remark which they both appeared to have thoroughly enjoycd.
In your columns recently you referred to reception of the B.B.C.
television transmission over here and
it rather suggested that it was of a
freak nature ; but I can assure you
the results obtained are very satisfactory. So much so that we cannot
accommodate the people who wish
to see the Friday morning transmission and at the present time people
are having to reserve their places a
month ahead, it being the usual experience to have to refuse admission,
owing to lack of room, to considerable numbers of people who wish to
see the demonstrations. Those who
see them express surprise at the good
results now obtainable on the 30-line,
the only television system likely to
give any result whatever in these
islands for a considerable number of
(4)

C orresflonclence

is invited. The Editor does not necessarily agree with views
expressed by readers which are published on this page.

Flicker

::

The Zeesen Transmissions

::

Amateur

Transmission-An Enthusiast's Offer.
Flicker
SIR,

On reading TELEVISIoeJ for July, I
noticed on page 306 an article on
" Flicker " by a contributor J.H.R.
He first of all says that " flicker is
often confused with the effect known
as visual persistence." Aren't they
both the same? He then goes on to
compare the cinema with television,
because, I suppose, both of these project a picture on to a screen ; and he
tries to apply the " flicker wheel
of the cinema to television.
In a
cinema picture, the picture is stationary on the screen for a small
period of time, whereas with television, at no time is the picture statonary with the usual form of
scanned pictures.
Interrupting the
light of a cinema picture has no
effect. Has the author ever seen a
loo cycle frequency on a 30-line picture with a number of lines moving
across the picture?
Obviously he
has not, but he suggests that a flicker
wheel giving 36 interruptions per
second should be placed in front of
the Kerr cell to do a similar thing.
I suggest he tries this and considers
why he sees three black lines moving
across the picture.
J. SIEGER (London, S.W.).
SIR,

Mr. Sieger has fallen into the very
error which my brief note was intended to clear up. Visual persistence lasts for anything from i/ioth
sec. upwards and becomes longer as
the intensity increases. Flicker, on
the other hand, depends on the number of repetitions per second.
At
weak intensities a repettion rate of
12 per second is tolerable, but as the
brilliancy increases, the frequency
has to be increased to 30 or 40 per
second before flicker disappears. (See
Walsh on Photometry).
With reference to the latter part of
the letter, Mr. Sieger is, of course,
correct in pointing ont that the image
is never truly stationary as it is wth

a cinema projection, but he is confusing a periodic interruption of the
source of illumination with a masking of the whole image. In the former case the light is blacked out at a
particular point on the picture, every
repetition giving a black band. My
suggestion was that the whole image
should be covered up momentarily
which would give an entirely differcnt result.
J.H.R. (FÁstree).
*

*

*

The Zeesen Transmissions
SIR,

I

have read Mr. Reyner's article

on the reception of television from years with the present knowledge of
Zeesen, but my experience of the subject, it being very unlikely
results obtainable differ in some that an ultra-short wave television
transmitter would be put up to serve
degree from those described.
I find that the system of detection here. And even if this was practicable
used by the B.B.C. gives me a nega- a further difficulty would be the
tive picture and that it is necessary necessary cable connection with the

to add an extra L.F. stage to correct this. I also find that to read
lhe words Pause and Ende it is
necessary to observe them with a
mirror to bring them the correct way
round.
Although I am using a
Baird 30-line mirror drum and in consequence the picture is a little distorted it is not suffiCient to be at all
objectionable, in fact the matter
broadcast and the results obtained
are well worth the trouble entailed ; no
alteration s made to the mirror drum
except to turn the whole machine
over on its side with the control
knobs underneath; this, in my case,
brngs the picture the right way up.
The duration of the programme,
nearly an hour, permits adjustments
being made and during the transmissions on the morning of Tuesday,
J une T9, the following items were
clearly seen.
( i) Two ladies' heads, one fair and
one dark, talking to each other,
excitedly, after which they
kssed and then left the screen.
(2) Tent, with dogs running out.
(3) Close-up of white dog, which
could be easily observed-barked
whilst being televised.

3

mainland unless a television studio
was erected here. This being the case
the artists' expenses of getting here
would then be a considerable item,
which makes out a strong case for
a low-definition system for outlying
districts such as this.
F. T. BENNETT (Guernsey).

Amateur Transmission-An
Enthusiast's Offer

Sia,

As an active amateur transmitter,
and a reader of TELEVISION since
March, 1928, I was interested to
read your Editorial, and the correspondence contained in the July,
1934, issue.
In common with many other
transmitting amateurs, I have been
debarred from entering seriously
into the television field of research
on account both of expense and lack
of co-operation.
A certain amount of surprise has
been shown in some circles that
amateur transmitters have not up to
the present done more towards the
development of television. I would
like to make it clear that the task of
maintaining a modern high-efficiency

6o
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The Multi-spiral Scanning Disc
Co-operation Wanted
An Opportunity for the Amateur
General's Conditions
Postmaster
The
Amateur Transmissions-The Official Attitude
transmitting station is no
Unless possessing unlight one.
limited spare time it is impossible for
the amateur, single handed, to install
and operate television apparatus in
c.w.

addition.
I am very pleased to see that an
effort is now being made by television enthusiasts to gain co-operation with the amateur transmitter.
I would like to inform any television amateurs residing in my area
that my station is open for television
transmission at any time. Provided
adequate co-operation is afforded me,
and the G.P.O. permit it, I am prepared to run experimental television
broadcasts at once.
If anyone interested will communicate with me at the address below I
shall be delighted to arrange an
interview.
Wishing your excellent journal the
success it deserves.
RICHARD K. SITEARFOLD,

M.R.S.C.B., G.C.R.S.
Reculver, Manor Lane,
Sunbury, Middlesex.
'Phone: Sunbury 397.
*

*

*

An Opportunity for the Amateur

298, to the effect that the multi-spiral
scanning disc for television was invented and developed by U. A. Sana-

bria.
This is, of course, not the case.
The multi-spiral disc for use in
ordinary television or television in
colours was described in J. L. Baird's
British Patent No. 321,389 (June 5,
1928) : the use of partially overlapping scanning strips is described in
The multithe same specifIcation.
spiral disc for lenses or apertures is
described in Mr. Baird's Specification No. 314,59' (January 4, 1928)
and the principle was demonstrated
at the Baird Laboratories in July,
1928, and later in the year at the
meeting of the British Association in
Glasgow.
Sanabria's first description of the
same type of scanning and device for
accomplishing it, is given in his U.S.
Specification No. 1,805,848 (June 7,
1929), but his practical development
was, of course, much later.
Your attention has already been
directed to the Baird patents relating
to multi-spiral scanning in a letter
published in your journal for February, 1931, 011 pages 508-509.

SIR,

BAIRD TELEVISION, LTD.

With reference to your Editorial in
the current issue of TELEVISION, I
note your remarks under the heading
(An Opportunity for the Amateur), I
would further suggest that perhaps
some already well-organised radio
society could be prevailed upon to
undertake this scheme, either wholly
or partly, they would have the benefit of an active body of workers, and
I feel sure some measure of advance
could be made in this way.
CRAS. C. MILES (Streatham, S.W.)
*

*

*

Co-operation Wanted
SIR,
I should like to get in touch with
some keen amateurs in this district
with a view to forming a local television constructors' circle, and the
building of a television transmitter.

W. F.

COTTON

(59 Sydney Road, West Ealing,

London, W.i3).
*

*

*

The Multi-spiral Scanning Disc
SIR,

With reference to your issue for
J uly, 1934, our attention has been
directed to a statement in an article
by Mr. Gardiner, appearing on page

*

(London, S.W.i.)
[J. C. WILSON].
*

*

Amateur Transmissions-The
Official Attitude
STR,

We are very pleased to see that
our article on Amateur Transmissions, and a photograph of our apparatus and selves,
in the July issue of your magazine,
and wish to tender our thanks.
Since writing this article we have
received a reply from the Postmaster
General to our query as to the legal
position of amateur television transmissions. The reply states that the
broadcasting of television programmes of entertainment value
cannot be permitted. Experimental
transmissions of designs and objects,
and a short length of film are, however, permitted. We enclose herewith a copy of the special conditions,
as sent to us.
For the benefit of amateurs, we
should like to point out that the main
considerations for the granting of an
ordinary licence for wireless telegraphy and telephony transmissions,
include that the operator shall be
you published

capable of sending and receiving
morse at a speed of at least twelve
words per minute, and shall possess
adequate knowledge of his apparatus.
He may be called upon to be examThere are
med for this purpose.
also restrictions as to wavelengths to
be used, size of aerial, etc.
You will see, therefore, that our
hopes of providing Cheshire and
S.W. Lancashire with television
transmissions of an entertainment
value are doomed to disappointment.
We can, however, send out still pictures, designs of varying definition,
and objects of general interest, and
this will at least provide signals for
amateurs to test their receiving apparatus with, and should prove of
Of course,
considerable value.
short-wave receivers or adaptors will
be necessary.
We suggest that if a close-up of a
human face, or even a full length
study was broadcast without any accompanying sound, it could hardly
be termed of entertainment value.
We shall be pleased to keep you
informed of our future progress in
this direction and let you know what
support we obtain from local amateurs.
Wishing your magazine every
success.
(

ROBERT C. BASE
& Base, Wallasey).

Jensori

The Postmaster General's special
condition applying to licences for experiments in television.
Facilities for television experiments
are not granted under the terms of the
licence for experiments in wireless telegraphy. The Postmaster General is
willing to grant facilities for television
experiments, as an extension to the terms

a licence for experiments in wireless
telegraphy or as a separate licence, under
the following conditions :
(I) All conditions laid down under
the terms of a licence for experiments in
wireless telegraphy shall apply equally
to licences for experiments in television.
Sending will ordinarily be
(2)
limited to the band 28035-32000 kilocycles per second (10.70 to 9.75 metres).
The band 30000 to 32OO kcs. (io.00 to
9.37) only shall be used for vision and
the band 28o3 to 29965 (xo.o to io.ox
metres) for sound or control.
(3) The clause 7 of the conditionsof
the licence for experiments in wireless
telegraphy shall be amplified as under.
Subject matter of entertainment value
of
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Television-Theory and Practice

::

Mirror Screw Construction

shall not be transmitted. Transmissions
shall be limited to test objects such as
geometrical designs and diagrams or
three-dimensional objects. In addition
a test length of film occupying not more
than two minutes in transmission may
be used. Only one such film may be
transmitted during the course of a day
a though this film may be repeated.
(4) Radiating facilities will not be
granted until the applicant has produced
evidence to show that the system proposed or apparatus employed possesses
technical features equal to or in advance
of existing systems or that the experiments will be of scientific value.

::

candle and a stick of sealing wax.
The mirror plates are positioned by
the same method as described in the
article but each one is fixed in place
by merely allowing one drop of sealing wax to fall on the rear edge of
each plate where it is displaced to
show part of the top surface of the
last preceding plate.
The advantages are obvious. The
wax sets immediately and so greatly
reduces the time involved in making
the screw, and it can be chipped off
quite easily with a penknife should it
be necessary to reset the mirrors as
a result of any inaccuracy.
ProG.P.O.,
vided due care is taken until the end
LONDON, June, 1934.
plate is firmly screwed down there is
little fear of displacing any of the
*
*
*
Television-Theory and Practice mirrors already fixed when moving
subsequent ones to their correct setSIR,
Our attention has been drawn to ting. Of course, once the screw is
your review of a book entitled "Tele- accurately made Durofix can be apvision-Theory and Practice," by Mr. plied to the plate edges as a precaution against accidental cracking or
J. H. Reyner.
We have ourselves seen an ad- breaking of the wax when the screw
vance copy of this book, and we are is in motion, but this is not essential.
HUGH J. MILLER (Linlithgow).
surprised to find that such an authority as Mr. Reyner should include in
his work such a totally misleading The Way to Popularite Television
and inaccurate description of this SIR,
As you are aware, we have corncompany's system of television.
For the benefit of your readers we menced manufacturing television sets
should like to point out that the dia- for the public at our Croydon factory.
grams published in the Wireless Being interested in television, we
World, of September
1933 : Wire- naturally have taken a very considerless Magazine, October, 1933 ; Jour- able interest in your recent questionnal of the Television Society, No. IX, naire, and the summarised results obDecember, 1933 ; and TELEVISION, tamed therefrom.
Television is definitely, at the
July, 1934, represent correctly the
moment, in a precisely similar posibasis of Ihe Mihaly receiver.
As will be seen from the above list tion to broadcast radio some fifteen
of publications, full details of this or sixteen years ago. The developsystem were published already in the nients of that form of entertainment,
was through a series of steps each
autumn of last year.
related to the previous one.
ERNEST H. TRAUB
To-day, we have two broadcasts of
Research
Manager,
I.M.K.
(
from the B.B.C., but,
television
Syndicate, Ltd.).
speaking in general terms, there has
*
*
been no receiving apparatus suitable
Mirror Screw Construction
for wide-spread reception. The pubS IR,
lic, we believe, would like to take a
I have read the article in the July practical interest in this science, but
issue on " Setting Up a Mirror to a large extent they cannot do this
Screw " and Ilote that Durofix because those interested are seeking
cement is recommended for fixing for some advanced stage of perfeceach of the mirrors in the correct re- tion before marketing receiving aplation to the others.
This is un- paratus.
necessarily tedious and messy and I
At the moment, the television proabandoned it in favour of another grammes are a thirty-line definition,
much quicker and altogether more and while it is admitted that this low
convenient method which I am sure definition transmission is nót the ultiwill interest other constructors.
mate end of television, nor is it
All that is required is a lighted claimed to be perfect, yet at the same

i,

4

The Way to Popularise Television
tilne, it is the only means by which
the great general public can cornmenee to take practical interestwhich is essential-if television is
ever to reach the perfection of the
ordinary radio.
We are, therefore, placing on the
market a receiving apparatus designed to retail at prices ranging from
ten to twenty-five guineas. We hold
certain patents in connection with
such important parts of the apparatus, as the svnchronising and glow
discharge lamp, but we definitely intend to use the scanning disc or drum
rotated by an electric motor.
It is well known that high-definilion transmission necessitates the use
These
of ultra-short wavelengths.
wavelengths are extremely difficult to
control and cannot be received on the
ordinary, everyday radio receiver.
This would, therefore, entail the purchase of a further wireless receiving
apparatus. Then again, the effective
field of the transmissions is limited
to a few miles, the range being estimated at between ten and thirty
It will, therefore, be seen
miles.
that, for this type of television to become available to the general public,
it would involve the broadcasting
authorities in an enormous expense
in the erection of special new transinitting stations throughout the
country.
We should like to summarise the
position by saying that perfection in
television transmission and reception
is doubtless upon high-definition lines
on ultra-short waves, but cathode-ray
principles cannot, at the moment, be
adapted for popularised television reception, and-however much we may
like to feel that we should run before
we can walk-that, unfortunately, is
not possible.
We must have our thirty-line transmission increased, to give the science
a real lasting entertainment value.
From thirty-line definition, we should
go to sixty-line and the development
to high-definition would follow automatically.
We cannot over emphasise the absolute necessity of apparatus being
available for the general public at a
low cost, and the equal importance,
of as large an expansion as is possible on thirty-line transmissions of
the entertainment broadcast.

For

PLEW TELIVISION, LTD.,
C. J. SHERMAN NORRIS.

Managing Director.
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A MASS-PRODUCTION

DISC

RECEIVER
OF NOVEL DESIGN

.1-s EADERS will be interested to

has been taken of this fact to include
a novel type of synchroniser.
An
induction motor is used and on one
end of the shaft there is a toothed
wheel vhich revolves between two
clectro-magnets.
These magnets
A photograph of the Plew receiver.
wireless set.
The company is the are supplied with current from the
Plew Television Co., Ltd., and the mains independently of the motor the brass friction disc. Micrometer
premises, which are very extensive, and they therefore act as an external adjustment is provided, the operation
are at Waddon near Croydon.
control. '[he motor is, therefore, being by means of a lever which projects through the
front of the cabinet.
A test showed that
the device permits of
very accurate and
simple control, and it
is quite silent.
The company is
also carrying out experiments with recorded programmes
and it is hoped to
place on the market a
series
of
records
which will allow the
machine to be used
independently
o f
transmissions. It has
always been assumed
The three-valve Plew wireless set and (r:gh/) the motor, disc drive and synchroniser.
that the very high
The intentions of this new concern mains svnclironised and no use is frequencies necessary for television
are to manufacture complete receiv- made of the B.B.C. synchronising could not be recorded, but a reers of a type that will meet the pub- signal.
cord which was demonstrated proved
lic demand. A start has been made
Another very novel feature of the that the Plew Company had
with a disc receiver suitable for the drive for the disc is that it is fric- secured a fair measure of success.
present B B .C. transmissions, which tional, the disc spindle being at right Reproduction from an experimental
incorporates many novel ideas and is angles to the motor shaft. On the record of a B.B.C. transmission apso easy to operate that it may be motor spindle there is a wheel pro- peared to be approximately seventydescribed as a "family" receiver. vided with a rutber rim of special five per cent. as good as the reproThree classes of this machine will shape and this makes frictional con- duction of the actual transmission.
be immediately available-one the tact with the face of a brass disc
A new type of neon lamp is also a
motor and disc alone in a cabinet, so mounted on the spindle which carries feature of the Plew receiver.
In
thatit can be operated from an exist- the disc. Very accurate control of appearance this is similar to the
ing wireless set ; another, the same speed is obtained by sliding th motor ordinary plate type neon but the electype of motor and disc but incorpor- one way or another so that the fric- trode structure is different and the
ating a three-valve receiver consist- tion wheel can he in any position on lamp gives a white light.
ing of an ILF., Det. and L.F.. cornbination with, of çourse, a rectifying
valve. The third machine incorporates a five-valve combination consisting of two H.F., Det. and power
valves. A photograph of one of the
receivers appears on this page and
the whole assembly when in the
cabinet is self-contained and remarkably compact.
The receiver are intended for
A.C. operalion only and advantage
A photograph of ¡he Plew Wcrks at JVaddon near Croyai,i

that a company has been
tÇlearn
formed and a large works
equipped for the mass production of
television receivers of a type that can
be operated as easily as an ordinary

.
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LINES?

I

I

the best number of lines for home television ¿s one upon which opinions are divided, as so many other
devolve upon it.
The arguments put forward in this article are those of Ernest Traub, Research Manager of The
International Television Corporation, Ltd., which is developing the Mihaly stationary mirror-drum receiver in this country.

The question of

issues

r IGH-DEFINITION

television

(2)

has to-day reached a sufficiently
_J_ .L advanced stage to merit serious
praòtical
consideration.
This
is
borñe out by the fact that R.M.
Postmaster-Geiìeral has considered it
sufficiently important to appoint a

()

-r

I-I

Number

of picture elements
p.
Picture size
(h=height,
width).
() Viewing distance D.
() Brightness of the image e.
(Brightness is also connected with
:

w=

:

:

:

....................................................................................

committee to investigate on what
basis a public service would be possible.
The mere mention of the
appointment of the P.M.G.'s Cornmittee brings to mind a very important factor, namely, standardisation.

By

I

:

mean

standardisation of
lines,
picture repetition frequency,
Of these the stanpicture ratio, etc.
dardisation of the number of scanning lines is by far the most importAlthough the three factors
ant.
have great bearing on each other,
we may take it practically for granted
that standardisation of picture frequency will be at 25 pictures per
second on account of its proximity to
the standard cinema frequency, and
as only at that speed flicker of the
this

image is reduced to a minimum level.
As regards the picture ratio we must
again look to the cinema for guid-

4

programmes.

The

i

',

Fig.

d

z

D

.-Relationsb:p between viewing distance

the

number ofline, n at a eon.rtantpicture site
x8 bj 24 cms. (
in. bj io in.).

flicker

and

picture

flicker is

frequency.

quency is again
connected with

to

connected with
Picture
fre-

a certain extent

...

detail,

especially

at

stan-

:

:

the mistake should not be
made in following the same considerations when considering the detail of
the television image.
The detail of a television image is
again bound up with several factors
These are
i)
Number of scanning lines n
(
:

:

we can now go on

to consider

the more practical side of the problem.

The writer has felt for some time
that the question of the number of
lines needed for satisfactory home
television merited more serious consideration than was given to it in
this country.
He has therefore gone
to the trouble of making very wide
investigations on this subject from
Continental and American sources.
Perhaps the most important reports
on thìs subject that have appeared
arc
those
by the German Post
Office and a recent article by Thun.

numbers of

first

tions
practice,

tals

The German Post Office produced
special films by optical methods, each
film representing pictures of different

ing strip.

two consideraare largely governed by cinema

19,200 elements.

This, of course, only holds good pro-vided the picture spot is square.
Having dealt with the fundamen-

-

dard film picture ratio is 5 6, so we
can expect the same picture ratio to
This
be standardised in television.
would mean a total picture ratio of
about 3 4 including the synchronis-

Although our

=

3

ance as, no doubt, films will, for the
first few years at any rate, play an
important part in our high-definition
television

now

carefully examine the
that have a bearing on
the definition of the image. The first
two factors are governed by the
transmitter, th
other three by the
receiver only.
Provided that we know the number of lines and the picture ratio we
can work out the number of picture
This is n2 X picture
elements.
ratio.
Thus if we know that a picture is divided into 120 lines and the
picture ratio is 3 4, then
1202 X

Let us

five factors

'.

'°

"

then

°

D number
sight,

Fig. a.-Relationsb:p between viewing dislançe
amipittre height b at varions nu,ithers of/the:.

lines.

scientifically

These films were
observed by a

of people with different eye-

the

different

pictures being
intensities,

....................................................................................

at

The results are
a series of very important
curves which are reproduced here-

lower definition.

various

number of

shown

An increase in the
pictures per second causes
an apparent improvement in the
sharpness of the image, especially
when this contains rapid movement.)

shown

and viewed at

with.

distances.

in

From

these

çrves te

fol-

lowing formula has been deduced;-
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h

D=75ox-.x
n

i
I

____
e

D being the viewing distance in
mctres, 750 a constant for all types
of picture, h the height of the image
in metres, n the number of lines,
and e the image brightness in lux.
This formula applies to all television
images and gives one a proportion
of the factors involved.
In order to apply this formula in
practice we must decide on our re-

quirements other than the number
of lines.

Application of
the Formula
Having decided on our minimum
permissible factors we can substitute
them in the formula and find the
number of necessary lines.
Let the viewing distance be ft.
or 1.7 metres, the height of the
image o.i8 metres (i8 centimetres)
and the illumination io lux, then if
.18

1.7

then n =

750

ii8

X

-

6

X

_______
io

/

n

lines approximately.

Image
Size
Image size is a very debateable
point, and depends on the number of
people that are to view the image
simultaneously and the maximum
angle of refraction of the viewing
screen.
The author has made a
number of experiments in this direction in the laboratories of the International Television
Corporation,
ibithuss of line
Ltd., and has furthermore made in- F:g. 3.-Relat:onJ'b:p between tgx. v:ew:ng d:.ctonce
and the picture area.
quiries among a number of people
seriously interested in television,
If we wish to view the image at
both professional and amateur.
The result is that the minimum ac- 4 ft. we need ¡54 lines, all other facceptable size seems to be ¡8 x 24 tors remaining constant. If on the
centimetres ( in. X Io in.), prefer- other hand we wish to increase the
ably still bigger.
.

.

.

.

.

image size to 24 .X 32 cms. (h24)
then we must increase the number of
lines to almost i6o, all other factors
remaining constant. It should, however, be pointed out that the last two
examples employ factors which are
more stringent than those generally
required. According to the calculation, therefore, we come to the conclusion that 120 lifleS are sufficient to
give a good television image under
the conditions which we at the beginning took to be in accordance with
the majority of tastes and types of
eyesight, although under certain
stringent conditions 150 or even i6o
lines might be of pictorial advantage.
Having arrived at a definite conclusion along this particular line of
approach let us now look at the probThe
1cm from a different angle.
Continental television expert Thun
made a series of very interesting tests
in this direction, using, however, a
slightly different line of approach to
that of the Post Office.
Thun examined a great number of
reproductions in illustrated papers.
For each picture the minimum viewing distance was found, that is the
minimum distance at which the picture is still recognisable as such. If
one now divides the picture height in
millimetres by the viewing distance

Distance
Viewing distance depends on the
size of the room in which the receiver is to be housed and the grouping and number of spectators.
Ex-

periments and inquiries show that
this lies somewhere between 4 ft.
and 6 ft.
Unfortunately most
people are in the habit of stepping
right up to the screen in the hope of
seeing more detail. The contrary is,
of course, usually the case.
The
image should, however, be so finely
analysed that one can get fairly close
without the distance between scanning lines forming an angle to the
eye that is greater than
minutes.

Brightness

A

photograph of

the MIbaIJ reeeiver

wi/b separata
¿0665.

ceit'er

This rsutilises the

stationarj ,nirror
drumand the piturs
is projected tbreugb
cireular bole
wbicb can be seen at
the

the top of the cabinet.

An image should be so bright that
it can be viewed comfortably in a
room with, say, two hundred-watt
lamps as illumination.
A fair
amount of latitude is permissible
bere, depending on individual drcwnstances and tastes. At a rough
gUC5S one can say that a figure between 2 and 20 lux is an acceptable
øcjeen brightness.
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in metres, one finds the number of
lines, provided that the thickness of
one line subtends an angle of not
more than 3.4 minutes to the eye.
By process of elimination it was then
found how many of the multitude of
pictures that were examined could
be easily recognised at various numbers of lines.
'rhe result is produced in one of
the curve diagrams, and shows that
according to Thun at 120 lines 51
per cent. of all pictures can be recognised with sufficient ease, 71 per
lines, 84 per cent. at z8o
cent. at
lines, etc. It is interesting to note
the figure of about 2 per cent. at 30
lines. This is obviously too low a
figure, and this is where the number
of picture elements come into conThe Germans in their
sideration.
3o-liÏe pictures use only 1,200 elements whilst in England we use 2,100
elements, which corresponds to
abqut 48 lines acçording to the Continental form of picture. For this
figure. about 5 per cent. is given as
a factor of recognisability. This is
still too low in thè light of practical
experience .
The reason -why thç curve throws
a ráther unfavourable light on the requirements of good television, is that
the observed images were stationary.
It is known that the movement of
the picture and the continuous process of recomposition has a favourable effect on a television image.
The improvement is of the order of
20 to 30 per cent., especially in the
direction of scan. It is, therefore,
fair to assume that we can shift the
whole curve up 15 per cent. along the
" percentage of recognisability " coordinate. This gives us a figure of
99 per cent. at 180 lines and 66 per
cent. at 120 lines, which we know
from practice to be correct.
Let us again examine the curve,
and we find that just about i8o lines
the curve flattens out, which means
that any increase in lines above that
figure gives us practically no improvement in picture, although the
electrical transmitting and amplifying difficulties are enormously increased. In any case a i8o-line piclure requires a sideband of half a
million cycles which already represents a maximum use of the 7-metre
wave. To transmit a 240-line piCture would require a Sideband of one
miflion cycles which could only be
transmitted at 3 to 4 metres, again
raising new difficulties due to loss
of aerial transmitting power and

io

therefore less field strength and re- electrical and optical efficiency is
For induced service area of the transmitter. more readily obtainable.
stance, a really good 120-line picture
180 Lines the
is infinitely preferable to a mediocre
i8o-line picture. Let us just for a
Maximum Necessary
We can, therefore, arrive at the moment compare the ratio of the
conclusion, according to Thun, that problems associated with 120 and i8o
The available light at the
a i8o-line picture is the absolute lines.
maximum required for satisfactory higher figure is a quarter of the
ihe frequency band is
home television.
The transmission lower one.
and reproduction of a 180-line plC- over twice as great. Thus, roughly,
ture still represents to-day a terrific the, amplification problem is nine
The modulation of
technical effort, and it is doubtful times greater.
whether ioo per cent. results have the transmitter becomes more diffiThe available light in every
ever been achieved over a radio chan- cult.
nel. The difficulties associated with kind of receiver, even cathode-ray
still higher definition have been tubes, drops to a half, and in mechanenumerated above, and both lines of ical receivers to a quarter, all other
approach to the question show that things being equal. And even if all
there s no necessity to go further the equipment were perfect we only
have an increase in recognisability
than i8o lines.
The American theory of Engstrom from 66 per cent. to 99 per cent. The
question ariSes whether the increased
technical difficulties are in any way
conmensurate with the slightly improved.results, assuming all the time
that wè are dealing with a perfect
reproduction of a i8o-line picture,
th achievemCnt of which remains
doubtful
In any case the formula deduced
from the examination of the German
PostOffice filnissho.vs that 120 lines
is ample f&r
utlitfactory picture.
The writer's 'iew i that the recogper cent. at
F:g. 4.-Percenlago of recognisability against aiim- nisability factor of
ber of lines, A for moving television pictures, and B iSo lines is an unnecessarily high
for aritficially produced lelevision images.
one. It is not essential to deal with
is fallacious inasmuch as no consi- every type of difficult subject for
deration was taken of the brightness television transmission. Something
factor and also because the method can always be left to the, imagination,.
of producing the test films by grat- and the special technique of the teleings in both directions across the vision producer would achieve won
picture is fundamentally wrong when ders with 120 lines.
It should be stressed that these
applied to television. It is common
assumptions
are not purely theoretiknowledge that a television image
ha.s greater definition in the direction cal, but are substantiated by pracof scan than across it, as the posi- tical exoerience and observation of
tion of the picture spot is not pre- high-definition images of various
numbers of lines.
determined.
According to Thun's curve i8o
During the experimental transmislines would give gg per cent. efficiency as far as recognisability is sion from the Berlin Radio Tower,
concerned, provided that the whole on the ultra-short wave transmitter
installed by Telefunken, great diflichain of equipment is perfect.
It is the writer's contention that culty was experienced with regard to
a simpler solution to the problem the question of suitable transmitter
would be to use a slightly lower num- valves ; this difficulty increased rapidber of lines at vhich zoo per cent. 'y with incteased radiating power.
In the Year Book pùblished by
" T E L E V S O N"
Forschungs Institut der Aligeinenen
Electricitäts Gesellschaft (Vol. .3)
there is some very valuable data dealNo. 10
illg with cathode-ray applications..
Also theré is some very valuable in
OLYMPIA.
formation regarding the. Kerr. cell,.
i
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RECENT

A RECORD
OF
PATENTS AND PROGRESS

D EV E LOP1V. IE}.fTS
Controlling " Background

(Patent No. 408,656).
The background " brilliancy " of
each picture is automatically regulated in accordance with variations in
the intensity of the received signals.
This object is attained by rectifying
a part of the incoming signals, and

''

Specially Compiled for this Journal

Televising ' ' News Items

Facsimile ' ' Television

(Patent No. 408,678).
The usual practice is to design an
amplifier used for television reception
so that it gives as nearly as possible
a straight-line output, free from any
distortion due to valve curvature.

"

(Patent No. R. 408,679).
It has been proposed to use television apparatus for transmitting the
facsimile of a moving tape on which
news-bulletins or other messages of
importance have first been written or
The apparatus necessary
However, in television systems of printed.
applying the D.C. component to the tile kind mentioned below (Patent for this kind of work is relatively
control grid of the cathode-ray re- No. R. 408,679) where the reproduced
ceiving tube. As shown, the picture picture consists of a simple black and
signals, after amplification at A, are white design (e.g., the reproduction
passed through a resistance R in the of a moving tape carrying a printed

t,

2

2)

LL11it*:
472gr-

¿

input circuit of a rectifying valve V,
the rectified output voltage being applied through resistances Ri, R2, to
the control grid G of the cathode-ray
tube.
The initial grid-bias on the tube is
such that when no signal is being
received, the cathode-ray is cut off,
and the screen S is black. As the
intensity of signal increases in the
"white" direction, the plate current
through the rectifier V decreases,
and the grid-biasing voltage falls off
accordingly, to make the viewing
screen brighter. On the other hand
when th normal picture signal decreases in strength, the brilliancy of
the background is automatically
The usual synchronisdiminished.
Ing frequencies are applied to the deflecting electrodes from two generators K, Ki .-.--(Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd.)

news bulletin) it is found to be an
advantage to bias one of the valves
so that it operates as an anode-bend
detector.
In these circumstances only signal
voltages above a certain minimum are
passed through, all lesser voltages
being suppressed. This does not
produce any distortion, but on the
contrary gives a more clearly-defined
reproduction of the essential picture
outlines. As the same time the bias
tends to reduce " static " and similar interference, and also rules out
the effect of small light-and-shade
variations, such as are caused by differences in the "grain" of the paper
on which the facsimile messages are
written.-(Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.; R. J. Kemp; L. E.
Q. Walker, and E. F. Goodenough.)

_L;

I, la,

2

and za.

_________i

f

;-

Diara,,is illuslratin&

bs

televising of news items. Patent No. R.4o8,679.

simple, since only pure black-andwhite reproduction is required, without any half-tones or intermediate
graduations of light and shade. At
the same time certain rather special
problems arise in scanning the continually-moving tape.
For instance, owing to the movement of the letters, shown in Fig. i,
in the direction of the arrow, they
are liable to . appear somewhat
" blurred," as shown in Fig. jA. In
order to overçome this defect, the

The information and illustrations on this page are given with permission of the Controller of HM. Stationery Office.
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the message to be
originally printed on
the vertical parts are
the horizontal porThe
tions, as indicated in Fig. 2.
result of scanning then restores these
distorted shapes to the normal, so
that they appear in the receiver as
shown in Fig. 2A.
Another way of overcoming the
difficulty is to use a neon lamp "trigger" as part of the receiving circuit,
so that any received signal above a
certain minimum value causes the
neon lamp to break down and apply
a sharply-defined impulse to the grid
This serves to
of the next valve.
convert any blurred line into a clearcut one of uniform thickness.-(Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.;
H. M. Dowsett and L. E. Q.
Walker.)

letters forming
transmitted are
the tape so that
narrower than'

AUGES;
is not equally focused over the whole

picture, but tends to be blurred, particularly at the outside edges of the
screen. It is possible to get over
this difficulty by arranging both sets
of condenser plates dead in line with
each other, but then distortion may
occur owing to interaction between
the two fields of force.
The same
objection arises if one pair of condenser plates is replaced by a pair
of magnet coils.

Summary of Other Patents
(Patent No. 409,367).
Apparatus for televising ballgames and other out-door events, or
theatrical performances.-(Electrical
Research Products, Inc.)
(Patent No. 409,970).
Reproducing television signals on
the screen of a cathode-ray tube as
a series of dots instead of as a series
of lines in order to avoid striation
effects.-(T. Nakashima and K.
Takayanagi.)
(Patent Nc'. 410,114).
Improvements in the preparation
of fluorescent screens for cathode-ray

Fig. i.

Pig. z.
F:g. z.

Fig.

2

tubes.-(Telefunken Co.)

MoiJifi'aIion of cathode-raj tube.
Paient No. 409,221.

shows the solution proposed

by the inventor.
Instead of using
only two pairs of condenser plates
there are three, marked A, B, and
Ar respectively. The control voltage which moves the beam up and
down the screen is thus shared be-

(Patent No. 410,147).
Amplifier-coupling designed to reduce "aperture-distortion" in a
cathode-ray tube.-(M. Von Ardenne.)
(Patent No. 410,159).
Fluorescent screen containing zinc
or cadmium borate for emitting a
blue, green, or white light according
to composition.-(Electric and Musical InJustries, Ltd., and J. W.

tween the two pairs A and Ai. The
plates Ai first deflect the beam verti- Strange.)
cally into the line marked i, and the
(Patent No. 410,338).
plates A then increase the deflection
Improvements in film systems of
still further into the direction marked television ._(Fernseh Akt.)

Twords " phasing " and
" framing " are used in con- PHASING

nection with the synchronising
of the vision apparatus at the receiving end with the moving element at
the transmitting end which are confused by many people. An image is
said to be out of " phase " when corresponding disc holes or mirrors on
a drum, although revolving at the
same speed, are not strictly in step.
For example, No. i hole at the transmitting end may be exploring the
subject at the instant when, say, No.
'5 hole of the disc at the receiving
end is moving across the neon glow.
Under these circumstances the image
is split in the direction of scan.

The middle pair of plates B are,
of course, arranged at right-angles
to the other two, though they are
actually shown in the same plane for
the sake of clearness. They serve to
swing the beam in the lateral direction, about the point marked O,
which is now the effective centre of
radius of the up-and-down movement. The scanning spot of light is
thereby correctly focused at all
points on the screen .-(Telefunken
2.

Co.)

Focusing the Ray
(Patent No. 409,22!).
Fig. i shows a known arrangement of cathode-ray tube in which the
beam from the cathode C, after passing through the central aperture in
the anode A, is focused by an outside
coil M, which causes the beam first
to diverge and then to converge towards the screen, as indicated in
The usual deflecting
dotted lines.
electrodes, for throwing the beam to
and fro, and up and down the screen,
are shown at E and Ei, respectively.
It will be seen that the pair of condenser plates E are set somewhat
closer to the fluorescent screens than
the pair Ei.
Because of this the beam is rotated
about a different centre when it
moves vertically to when it moves
the screen,
horizontally across
and, in consequence the spot of light

1934

AND FRAMING

To phase the image correctly the
motor speed needs to be altered
slightly to allow the image to drift
at right angles to the direction of
scanning and thus get it centred correctly. That is to say, in the case
of vertical scanning, the image must
be moved bodily to left or light, so
that the centre of the subject scanned
is seen on the vertical centre line of
the viewing screen.

STAND No.
AT OLYMPIA

VISIT

IO

That may not he sufficient to give
you everything you require, however,
for if you have a toothed-wheel synchroniser it may be set on the shaft
in an incorrect angular position, so
that although the image is "phased"
it is not "framed." In this case the
top and bottom of the picture may
appear interchanged, the division
being horizontal. This can be rectifled by moving round the motor carcase and synchronising mechanism
bodily to raise or lower the image
and bring it into frame. In the case
of the Baird apparatus a framing
knob brings this about through the
medium of a pinion and toothed
sprocket.
'
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FIRSTWITH EVERYTHING NEW IN

TELEVISION

OLY MPIA

at

PETO-SCOTT UNIVERSAL
TELEVISION MOTOR

TRADE NOTE

r-

will again be FIRST in giving IMMEDIATE DELIVERY to enthusiasts everywhere of tise many new and interesting
a feature of Ratholympia this year. Old customers will need no introduction to our famous
and popular system of postal tradmg for CASH, C.O.D. pr }LP. New customers can order wsth confadencem the knowledge that behind
tise name of PETO-SCOTT, Pioneers in Radio and Televiion,he15 years of service that has gsven satisfaction and earned appreciation
all over the World. See the latest in Television at Ratholympsa, and let Peto-Scott supply you IMMEDIATELY with those things you
want. Nowhere else will you obtam such prompt execution of your order, lower prices or easier terms.

PETO-SCOTT
Television developments tbat will be

i

j

j

Traders are cordially inailed to send us tMr
orders for TELEVISION
APPARATUS for execulion
al
usual Trade
Discount,.

j

PETO-SCOTT 15/- DISC TELEVISION KIT
ASSEMBLED IN 30 MiNUTES
Peto-Scott, Pioneers in Television since 927. have. after considerable
research, produced this up-to-the-minute " Disc Television Receiver
Kit, of which Efficiency 50d Economy are the keynotes. Peto-Scott's
huge production resources, coupled with their Easy Way System. put
this splendid Kit within tIse reacIo 0f all.
I

y

y

tixx;d

THE BEST
TELEVISION
MOTORON THE

NO SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED
Designed to work from any 3-valva
battery or mains set, the Peto-Scott 75/-

Disc Television Receiver is supplied in Kit
form, and comprises Peto-Scott Universal
Television Motor and stand ; controlling
resistances ; laminated and ready assembled
chassis Stroboscopic l6 scanning disc;
Lens and lensholder ; Neon Lamp and
holder. together with sundry small parts.
lt is absolutely complete down to the last
screw and piece of wire. Full-size Bisse..
print with assembly. wiring and opersting
instructions included with every Kit.

SPECIALLY designed forTelevision 50d built to stand
hard usage,yet runs with the perfect precision so essendism. spindle extended i each
tisi to Television.
Each end bearing screwed for synchronising gear.
Heavy cast aluminium frame ensures freedom from vibration 50d nohe. Self-oiling bearings proYours for
vide even running. Armature and feid
coils accurately wound. Absolutely Uni.
versal for AC. or D.C. Mains. 200-240
volts and AC. 40 to 60 cycles. Cash or
C.O.D. Post free, 30/-,
L
°'
side.

6-volt (Battery Type). 35/-

All models with stand, 2/6 extra.

I(J-LJI

stirnen

muA,
a o

I

SYNCHRONISINC CEAR KIT

PETO-SCOTT

FOR

15!and

I

I

monthly

payments of 6j3.

-TELEVISION RECEIVERDescribed in last month's Issue.

SCANNING DISCS
disc
of light
L' ACH
auge aluminium. dull

MT"A.°

is

Comprtsusg Authors Kit:
of first specified compo..
nents excluding y
rs
valves. Cash or

lack one side. and
a cut Out to reduce
t. The centre boss is

ribbed black bskehte
ling.
Each rib being
white to give true
scopic effect, and
'y visual speed indi.
A heavy brass bush
.
with Grub screw
le simple and accumotor
fixing for
punched to secure

DESIGNED by one of the foremost Television
Technicians and constructed 0f specially selected
materials to ensure perfect synchronising, thereby reducing floating images tu a minimum. Complete
ldt of parts mmprises one Mild Steel frame with end
bobbin supports. Slotted to permit of precise adjustment of pole pieces, 2 assembled laminated pole pieces.
bobbins. 2 ebonite
2 ready wound
0575 JOT
Easily
handles for ease 0f control.
assembled at home, no skill required.
Ready to mount on either end of PetoComplete Kit and 7 Monthly
Scott Universal Motor.
payments 0f 5/.
Cash or COD. Postfree. 37/6

YOURS

Lines.

use. lb diam.

7 6
I

I

(Postage 9d. extra).

PETO-SCOTT 1IIRROR SCREW SPARES

5

CweDpaid
end

11

KITOB.ii

.

5/

:

Yours
for

valves. Cash
or C. O. D.

CarrisgePaid

8/3

.

and

monthly payments

.

Kit'A" but induding set of 2 specified

11

monthly payments

ofS/3

of5/-

PETOSCOTT TELEVISION LEN SESTelevisioisLenaen are produced for Peto..
lens manufacturers.
Guaranteed of high optical accuracy, ensuring undistorted
magnification of image.
a. d.

PETO-SCOTT
Scott by one of Britain's leading

Bi-convex Lens for Disc Receiver Set
..
5
6
Oh-convas Lens for Disc Receiver Set
. ..
13 6
pair Matched Bi-convex lenses (2' and 4') for Disc
Receiver Sets
8 0
All types are stocked, and any individual requirements
can be supplied on application.
4_

.

6

...............

I

IMPORTANT. Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits,
Finished Receivers or Accessories for cash, C.O.D. os'
H.P. on our own system of easy payments. Send us a list

off/our Wants, We will guste you by return. C.O.D.oeders value
Oree 0/- sent rarefage and post charge trnid(GREA TBRI TAIN
ONLY).
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO
US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special export staff
and 50cc all delay. We pay half carriage--packed free.
Sesdfull value plus sufficient for half-carrfage. Any surplus
refunded. Hire Purchase Teens are NOT available to Irish
ve Occrseas customers.
I

PETO-SCOTT
UNIVERSAL MOTOR RESISTANCES
Baseboard Fixed Type
AUNIVERSAL resistance for controlling Television
Motors on either AC. or D.C. from 200 to 240 volts.
Fixed Type (Baseboard Mounting). Accurately
wound on porcelain oir-coced former to a total resistance
of 1.600 ohms. tapped at 600, plus 250. plus 150, plus 50,
carrying capacity,
plus 150. plus 50. plus 50 ohms
0.25 amps. at 240 volts without overheating.

Variable Type (Panel Mounting)
A'perlect. variable controlling resistance wound to 150 ohms
and carrying safely 0.25 amps without overheating. Smooth
action and perfectly continuous contact over whole winding
enssres the delicate control vitsi to easy adjustment 0f correct
speed. Both the fixed and variable types are

required to secure perfect voltage regulatinn

Cash or C.O.D.

Per Pair.

Post f rea.

ONE of the cheapest and most satisfactory forms oi
Television scanning is by means of the newly devised
Mirror Screw. You can easily build your own from
Peto-Scott components. Each part is a perfect example nl
the mechanical engineers art. and the chromium-plated
and optically polished plates give s perfect and undistort.d
reflecting medium. thereby providing a sharp and evenly
s.
d.
SPARES LIST.
lighted image.
Mirror edged plates, drilled finished dull black. each i O
Brasa Centre Boss complete with locking nuts and
each 2 6
bored for " spindle

.........
......
.........

Moulded Baketite end plates, 8 ribbed and wtth
per pair 4
heavy brass insert, 9 long
k ' mild steal spindle. accurately ground for perfect
each
httiiig inside Centre Boss
Postage extra on orders under 1O/

6

PETO-SCOU Co. Ltd., Dcpt. T8,
London,

ECl.

Tdephone

West E0d Shoujroom.s

:

:

77,

City Road,

Clerkens,dI 9406-7.

62, High Ho/born, London, W.C. I.
Telephone : Holbsrn 3248

Dear Sirs,
( a) Please send me ................................................
(b) I enclose Cash/Deposit .......................................
NAME...............................................................

ADDRESS ............................................................

6

Please send me

y
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Rapid Progress in American Television
Considerable Headway Revealed at I.R.E. Convention.
AMER1CA
radio manufacturers, as a general rule, are very
keen to adveitise any new ideas
they may develop.
If the same remarks apply to the
television manufacturers, we in this
country would be able to learn a considerable amount about the proposed
arrangements for television broadcasting that are now being made

over there.

Map showing the area over which ¡be
transmissions were made.

The average man in the street does
not realise that technically speaking
television is an accomplished fact and
providing that certain transmitting
but economic troubles are overcome
it will be quite common to see cornbined radio and vision apparatus.
The only snags are the cost and
the lack of a definite policy. To prove
that this state of affairs is not confined to this country it is interesting
to note what the television engineers
of America think about it and the
opinions they voiced at the recent
1.R.E. Convention at Philadelphia,
where the brains of the radio industry congregated.
Remember that America, as far as
television is concerned, is on a level
with us and so what is being done
over there can, or probably has been
done over here. The technical progress in the States has shown that
television has a definite entertainnient value evm at this early stage.
One of the most up-to-date transmit-

ters has been erected on top of the
Empire State building in New York
City for vision experiments on ultrashort waves.
For quite a long time it has been
possible to send out programmes to
Camden, some 90 miles distant, but
these were restricted to plays and set
scenes in the studio. Now for the
first time in that country successful
transmissions of outdoor scenes have
been made. l'his means that race
meetings, boxing contests, or any
outdoor functions can be broadcast.
Actually, outdoor scenes that took
place over a mile from the transmitter were sent out from Camden to
New York. The transmitter was
linked to the scene of action by means
of a cable 1,500 feet long, then
broadcast over 90 miles via a relay
point at Collingwood to New York.
Both vision and sound were on the
ultra-short wavelengths and it was
claimed bs' the R.C.A. engineers that
synchronisation was perfect. With
a power of only two or three kilowatts
the field strength at go miles was excelient and the picture definition equal
to the standard 8 mm. home movie.
At the convention a very large screen
used for lantern projection was employed and pictures thrown on it of
photographs of the cathode-ray receiving tube. With this high degree
of magnificatio'ï the horizontal scanning lines were visible, but the definition was of a very high order.
The developments on the technical
side, it was stated, have been largely
made possible by the design of the
iconoscope cathode-ray scanner for
which Dr. Zworykin was awarded
the Morris Leibmann prize for 1933.
'fhis device is capable of much
greater detail than the remainder of
the system and because of the characteristic of the cathode-ray tube it is
possible not only to change the focus
for close-ups, hut fade-outs are also
possible.
By proper change of deflecting
voltages the point of interest can be
moved from the actual centre of the
picture to one side in the same way
as a photogher uses the rising or
falling lens board or moveable back
to the camera. For these changes of
view the camera need not be moved,
a great technical advantage.
w. R. G. Baker, vice-president of
the R.C.A. Company, spoke at length

of the costs of setting up a national
television system.
He estimates that the receiver is
the least troublesome part of the
equipment and that it should cost
about 300 dollars (about f75). The
main expense comes in the provision
of the transmitting network which
has to be a short-wave equipment,
and he estimates that some 8o transmitters would be necessary to serve
the cointry with a probable public of
700,000.

This would require an expenditure
$40,000,000 and to keep these
stations running, including the depreciation costs, would account for
$58,000,000 anmally. The present
investment in the American broadis
cast industry
only
about
$25,000,000 and this has been built
up over a period of ten years.
Then again, a broadcast station
radiates some 5,000 hours per annum.
A television service would
have difficulty in reaching half this
amount. There are some 300 new
films produced each year in America
and the transmission of these would
account for about 400 hours. Allowing a similar time for the transmission of all the new plays put on in
New York and adding shorts and
news reels, the total time would probably not reach 2,000 hours.
of

Map showing the location of studio and transmit/cr.

Mr. Baker suggested that the main
problems ahead of television are not
technical so much as economical, and
that the industry will have to be
handled on special lines if the television service which the public is
patiently awaiting is to come to
fruition.
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AND

TELEVISION

commercial
the
entertainment
angle was thoroughly exploited by
televising such objects as wearing
apparel, etc., accompanied by a
sales talk as running commentary.
In the States there are now
about thirty transmitters putting
television programmes " on the
air " either on regular programme
schedules or experimentally, using
direct pick-up from televised
scenes and objects, or from films.
Several of these transmitters,
sponsored by commercial interests,
are already using the new medium
for sales propaganda purposes.
A new system of " wired television," recently perfected by
British television interests, is
shortly to be put into operation
which will make it possible to
utilise television as a propaganda
medium without the necessity for
any radio link.
The new system will put television programmes, sponsored by
advertisers, into the " networks
of the radio relay services. A new
receiver,
television
simplified

ASPECULATIVE article appeared in a recent issue of the
Advertising World on the possibility of linking television up with
As a matter of fact
advertising.
this is receiving the consideration of
concerns which are at present responsible for sponsored broadcasting and
the prophetic ideas expressed in the
article are of interest if not immediately practicable.
The writer says:
In America, particularly, television has been used frequently as
a medium for publicity. One of
the most ambitious efforts in this
direction is accredited to the recent
nine-day demonstration arranged
in the New York departmental
In
store of R. H. Macy & Co.
this instance one of the windows
was equipped as a television transmitting studio and reception was
shown on a five-foot screen, in a
theatre on the fifth floor.
The demonstration is credited
with attracting a total of over
x5o,000 people to the store, within
the nine days, and in addition to

IVE SUPPLY

ADVERTISING

a/l

GENUINE "BAIRD" COMPONENTS
FOR CONSTRUCTING

THE

NEW

L.

simultaneously.

ACKNOWLEDGED THE
FINEST POWER VALVE

"BAIRD" TELEVISOR

AND ALL COMPONENTS SPECIFIED IN
CALL, WRITE OR

which can be niass-produced at
very low price, will be installed
in the houses of those who are provided with the relay service. No
initial charge or rental will be
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The
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The side-band theory, however, has emerged from
these discussions with flying colours, if a little extended
and clarified; little has been heard of those who criticised it since the publication of a most comprehensive
blue paper by Colebrook, under the auspices of the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Report No. 12, 1932, ifl which the position was very
clearly summed up, and the evidence for modification of
the theory largely demolished.

Band

Television-1

Modulation
and Frequency

By E. L. Gardiner, B.Sc.

The second theory which I must stress for a clear
understanding of this problem is the one already referred to, that a carrier cannot be modulated by a frequency higher than itself; which is another way of saying that one cycle of tl.. carrier frequency is the briefest unit of modulation with which we can deal, and
must therefore be associated with the smallest element
of our television image, the " picture point " as deThis is the second and concluding instalment of anarticle
fined here.
discussing the width of frequency band necessary for
Modulation problems, if considered generally, detelevision and suggesting some lines of attackon what
mand mathematical treatment, whereas this article is
is one of the major problems.
intended for the reader well provided with commonsense but lacking mathematical training, but consideration of certain easy cases will show how impossible it
is to modulate with frequencies higher than the carrier
bands actually interlaced. The experimental work and
frequency.
Were it not so, many most intriguing
discussions on this matter brought much useful inforthings would enter the realms of possibility, such as
mation to light, and is responsible for most of the imthe conducting of short-wave transmissions about the
provements in modern radio receiver design brought
world to their destinations by means of long-wave carabout by the general cceptance of the method of deriers, free from fading and many other losses!
sign in which the low-frequency circuits are " tone corConsider the simple case of two sine waves added
rected " to restore to their full proportion the higher
vectorially in which th amplitudes are equal, that is
modulation frequencies which have been weakened by
a carrier-wave ioo per cent. modulated by a higher freside-band losses in the over-selective tuning circuits.
quency. Draw this, and you will find that the resulting
Nearly all sets employ this technique to-day, and theit
wave-form is identically the same thing as the higher
excellent combination of selectivity and tone quality is
frequency modulated by the lower. The carrier and
largely due to it.
modulation have simply changed
places, and the recuit is indistinguish_____________
able from a high-frequency modulated
by a lower one, which we had hoped
to avoid. The case of modulation
within one cycle of the carrier is obN
viously equally impracticable, that is
if we tried to impress the effects of
two or moie " picture points " upon
the one carrier cycle.
Some means of distinguishing between the two must be retained
within the cycle, and this implies
either a change in wave-form or in
phase relationship. Both are equivalent to the introduction of higher
_____
modulation frequencies into the carrier, which we have already decided
is impossible, the first very obviously. Moreover, any variations in
phase within the scope of individual
carrier cycles would be effectively
The German Post-Office bas conducled experimental transmissions of television on ni/ra-sbori waves, lost in the course of radio transmis2.
A second ultra-short wave transmitter bas recen//ji been added sion and reception, from the action
rom the Funkturm ever since
fand
it is hoped Io start a regular experimental service for sight and sound at the time of the opening of of even one fairly lightly damped
The picture transmitted will be the new German standard i So
the German Radio Exhibition, i
lines z frames per second. The photgraph showi the aerialfeeder cable and counterpoise on the top of tuned circuit.

DISCUSSIONS raged in the technical Press about
three years ago, as to the strict validity of the
accepted side-band theory of radio transmission,
and whether it was possible to separate transmissions
so closely spaced in carrier frequency that their side

.

'\

'

5

i

.

(Conlinued onpage 374.)

the Berlin Funkturm.
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"An

Optical

Paradox"

(Conlinuedfrom page 359.)

have P2 = 7r/4 or P = o.886 approximately. This represents a better
lens than the best photographic objective yet made, which has an aperturc of P = 0.99 (the " goodness
of a lens increases, of course, as the
P-number decreases).

JUST PUBLISHED

TELEVISION
THEORY AND PRACTICE

Lenses

Not

BY

Perfect

It might be thought possible to
produce a pin-point of light, very
small, but amazingly intense-so intense that we might disintegrate
even a piece of platinum upon which
it was focused-by forming an
image of Sirius at the focal point of
Unfortunately, even
a good lens.
the best lens is not a perfect instrument, and will not produce very
small images. The smallest image
which can be produced by a simple
objective lens has a finite radius,
calculated by Airy and given by:
r =

1.22

-ft
D

where

objective lens,
is the wavelength of the
light considered.
D is the diameter of the objective-lens.
This formula has already been explained by Professor Cheshire in
these columns (see TELEvIsIoN, Vol.
I, No. 3, p. 17).
it will be seen that the
" Thus,
most efficient optical system " is
not a concrete thing like a motorbus, but depends upon complex considerations, not the least of which is
how much one is prepared to pay
for a lens. One thing that does
emerge, however, is that in the case
of simple systems such as those in
which a small aperture is to be
brightly illuminated (for example, for
mirror-drum or lensed-disc scanning)
the best condition is obtained when
the source itself is brought up
directly behind the aperture, and no
condensing lens is used.
À

4'

T

E L E

V

I

S

I

ON

STAND No. IO
AT OLYMPIA

B.Sc., A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., M.Inst.R.E.
THE recent rapid developments in Television have brought the subject to the
notice of many experimenters who have hitherto felt that the matter did not
warrant serious attention. This feeling hâs to some extent been fostered by
the inadequate and over-exuberant information which has been published
from time to time.

I have attempted in this book to treat Television in its true light. that or
a science which does not hesitate to face difficulties and to assess facts at their
true value. As far as possible the subject has been considered from the first

principles and an attempt has been made to convey fundamental information
which will be of real value to the student of the subject.

The matter is presented in such a way that it is readily intelligible to the
practical
but at the same time theoretical considerations are discussed
in considerable detail where necessary. The reasons for the use of the various
arrangements employed are set forth wherever possible instead of mere
dogmatic statements of fact.
Since the majority of those interested in Television will be concerned with
the reception of the signals, the subject matter is mainly centred around this
angle of the problem, although some data regarding photocells is included.
In particular the book does not concentrate on any one system. Both
mechanical and electrical (cathode-ray) systems have been given impartial
treatment. Data is included which will enable full use to be made of new
developments in either field as these become practicable.
readers

is the focal length of the

f

J. EL REYNER

"

In any art which is so rapidly changing. detailed descriptions of actual
methods and systems are liable to become out of date in a very short time.
For this reason the descriptive matter has been reduced to a minimum, only
those examples having been included which are likely to point the way to
future developments. It is hoped that by this means the book will prove a
useful contribution to the literature on the subject.

Demy

illustrated,

8vo, 208 pagos,

i

2/6

neI; postage, 9d.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF TELEVISION
By A. DINSDALE, M.I.R.E. Demy 8vo. Illustrated. 125. 6d. net, postage
9d. " This is an admirable book, and Mr. Dinsdale is to be congratulated not
only upon the manner in which he has dealt with his subject. but upon the
excellent and convincing explanations he has given to describe certain
phenomena. It is a book which can be recommended not only to the more
advanced student of radio, but also to the average intelligent person desirous
of accurate knowledge concerning this most interesting development of radio

art."-World Radio.

CHAPMAN & HALL, LTD.,

I

I

HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Whenreplylng to advertisements, please mention ' ' Television

"
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"The Frequency

Band

absolute limit in the reduction of both carrier frequency
and modulation frequency band, and also that such a
signal when radiated has an enormous side-band spread
extending from zero frequency on the one hand to twice
the carrier (in this case the " picture point ") frequency
on the other.
This would seem to introduce special problems in receiver design, since many other transmissions will fall
within this band of from the carrier down to zero cycles,
and must somehow be excluded from the receiver without the use of ordinary selective methods which would
eliminate the whole of the television modulation.
It is suggested that owing to their exceedingly transient nature and their symmetry about the carrier frequency, these collossal side-band effects would be subject to a cancellation effect in an ordinary receiver tuned
to some other station, and would therefore be inaudible.
This would seem very probable on purely theoretical
grounds, or in an empty ether such as might be simulated in the laboratory. It is easy to grasp in the case
of a receiver tuned to the television carrier, and perhaps less easy in the cise of one tuned to some other
wavelength which falls within the side-band area of the
'vision signal ; since in this receiver the side-bands will
not be symmetrically received.

Problem"

(Continuedfrom page 372).

If this fact be accepted, then it follows necessarily and
at once that the band-width of the ratio transmission
cannot be less than the maximum frequency generated
by the television transmission, whatever this may happen to be. Much impiovement may be obtained by
reducing this maximun frequency in ways suggested
earlier, and by making the most economical use of the
frequency band by concentrating the energy of the television signal as far as possible into the lower frequency
portion of the spectrum, and by avoiding in every way
possible the generatio'i of frequencies which are not
absolutely essential to convey the actual information
contained in the image ; but when such reductions have
been carried as far as possible, the resulting frequency
band determines the mmimqm frequency band radiated
by the radio transmitter.
This result follows rigidly from our accepted theories
of transmission, and cannot be avoided unls such
theories are more or less completely abandoned.
Of course, the statement that the minimum radio f requency band radiated is not less than that generated
by the television transmitter does not represent the
state of current practice, in which it generally exceeds
this by at least two to one. The methods of modulation usually employed in radio transmission demand
that the highest modulatioñ frequency shall not exceed
about io per cent. of the carrier frequency employed
if distortion effects of various kinds are to be avoided.
This, as we well know, implies the tise of very high
carrier frequencies in the ultra-short wave region if
the band generated at the television apparatus is a wide
ne, as in present forms of high definition apparatus.
Cleàrly, however, there is no fundamental reason why
the carrier should not be lowered up to the limit arrived
at in the foregoing discussion, in which it equals the
huighest modulation frequency used ; the figure of io
per cent. being only dictated by practical considerations
of communication engineering. To approach this ideal,
however, means abandoning the conventional systems
f modulation, such as the Hiesing or choke control
most general in sound broadcasting ; and the evolution
of special methods.
The logical limit is reached if the " picture point
frequency is made to act as the radio carrier frequency.
An effect of this sort was actually obtained in very
early tele'vision work in which the light ray falling on
to the photo-cell in the transmitter was interrupted by
a " chopper disc " at a high rate, thus generating in
the cell a carrier frequency, photo-optically modulated
by the image signars. This dtsc was on occasions synchronised to operate at " spot frequency," thus producing a signal which could be amplified by amplifiers
tuned to this frequency, or radiated as a radio signal.
More recent work in France has employed amplifiers
in which the " picture point " frequency generated
from a local oscillator is injected into them at an early
stage, and then modulated by the photo-cell impulses
to give a signal of the sert under discussion. In recent
work in this country a similar signal is produced even
more simply by the amplification of vision impulses already rich in the " spot frequency."
It is not my intention to discuss here, however, the
various means of producing signals of this general type,
butrather to point out that they seem to represent the

Effect

of

Heterodyning
I find it difficult myself, however, to grasp how such
a transmission could remain inaudible in the crowded
ether with which we are blessed or cursed to-day, since
the presence of other stations unsymmetrically placed
around the vision carrier, but well within the side-band
will heterodyne these sde-bands and render them unsymmetrical.
Oñe would expect that in a receiver
tuned to one of these other stations, the heterodyne
transient effects caused by the momentary incidence of
a vision side-band impulse would be strongly audible,
having a character somewhat similar to an atmospheric.
This is a matter on which I am sure the results of ex-

.

haustive experimental test is awaited with interest.
This brief and necessarily incomplete résumé of the
frequency band problem in television would not be sufficiently complete without some reference to a type of
system typified by that of Farnsworth, which may be
regarded as intermediate between the two classes previously described. The characteristic of this system is
the reduction of frequency band by the omission from
the transmitted signal of some of the highest frequencies generated in the television transmitter itself;
these missing frequencies are then replaced or synthesised in the receiving amplifier by a form of harmonic
generator operator by the remainder of the signal, and
are restored in very much their original form.
This process seems very parallel to the use of audiocorrection now so common in sound broadcast receivers,
and is in fact very mildly applied in any television system employing corrected amplifiers to increase the high
frequency response to compensate for unavoidable
losses and aperture effects. It only becomes a definite
system, however, when high frequencies are intentionally suppressed in the radio transmission, and restored
at the receiving end. Such an economising arrangement might be used with advantage in addition to other
lines of improvement hinted at in the earlier part of
this article, to still further extend the possibilities of
vision broadcasting.

L
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overall diameter. Any other fairly
accurate drum can of course be used,
but if one of larger diameter is
chosen slight modification of the
motor bracket may be necessary.
One word of warning is necessary in
connection with the Unisphere kit,
namely, when the drum has been
assembled it is not normally balanced, and the motor should not be
run up in speed rapidly until the
drum has been balanced, or very

put a X in. 4 BA screw through each
hole. After fixing each screw with
one nut, additional nuts can be put
on to individual screws as may be
necessary to balance the complete kit.
A later article will give details of
final constructional points and adjustments, and a suitable amplifier
will be described.
The transmitter
and amplifier are capable of modulating a cathode-ray, tube direct from
any object having a fair degree of

3-

-;--------2

I

934

I in. x i in. X9 in.
I
sheet aluminhim (i6 s.w.g.), 14 in.)< 17 ifl. I,
i6 in. length curtain runner (obtainable from Woolworth's) ; 4 cranked
runners for above (see diagram B,
Fig. 4) I six-volt motor (Mervyn);
I
mirror drum (Mervyn Unisphere
kit) I objective approximately i in.
dia., 4 in. focal length; i condensing
lens (bi-convex) approximately 2 lfl.
dia., 3 in. focal length ; sponge rub;

;

;

;

BA.CLEAR

8ACLEAR
3 y2'.
Y2c1.

T

3

I

SQ.HOL

(DRILL

k-

ihrL

J

k:'
¡4
I

SUIT LENS

y)

--'

MASI4(a)

1/8

I"LONGERTI-IANWIDTH OF
MIRROR

ALUN 165W.G.ALUMINIUM

(b)

BA
(a)

AND FILE)

'-

--

-I-OFF

,__J_

j

I(fr2

tb(

CROSS SECTION

o MOUNt

MIRROR

ft.6BA.CLEAR

-i3

J

r
I

5 (above).-Metbod ofmaunling tbe7/enses.
Fig. 6 (rigbt).-DeIalls of .ccond aperture and mirror mount.

I

ZSMALLCLIPS BENT

-ro SUIT

MIRROR

I"--

2-OFF

violent vibration will be experienced contrast and not larger than in. x
which may lead to some mechanical IoI in.
damage. The writer found that the
most successful way of balancing the Materials
drum was to drill a hole in every Required
in. .x
other spoke of the drum at a distance
One wooden baseboard,
of about 2 lfl. from the centre, and 9 in. x 30 in. ; 2 wooden battens,

MIRRORMOUNT

(b)

ber, screws, black enamel, etc. ; i
S.B.C. baseboard-mounting lamp
holder; I six-volt 24-watt S.B.C. car
lamp; 2 five-amp. tumbler switches;
resistance for controlling motor
(Peto Scott) ; i plane mirror approximately 2 in. square.
I

German Ultra-short Wave Receivers-A Design A pproved
:ws regarding the erection of

have

tories with two complete ultra-short

provide the whole of Berlin with
adequate high-definition television
reception.
At the last German Radio Exhibilion held in August, 1933, the public
were able to see one-hundred-andeighty-line, twenty-five frames per
second pictures, but these were
shown on laboratory models. Meanwhile a lot of work has been done
and recently Loewe Radio have supplied the German Post-Office Labora-

The new Loewe receiver, which in
its outer form greatly resembles that
shown at the last Exhibition, contains a combined super-het receiver
for simultaneous reception of sound
and sight. It is stated that the picture is perfectly steady, is well
illuminated and that detail is suffident for really enjoyable reception.

Recent

Post-Office

tests

svond iiltr-short wve ---'-.
hr,wn
thit fhe nnwPr c,f th ii1tr- wave combined sight and sound re......
transmitter in Berlin has short wave station is sufficient to ceivers.

W---------

created the general impression that
the German authorities intend starting what will be, at the outset at
least, an experimental television service for sight and sound on ultrashort waves with one hundred and
eighty lines and twenty-five frames
per second. The erection of the
second transmitter has been considerably delayed. It was first expected
to start the experimental service on
May ist, but some delay has been
occasioned.

.--

---'-

It seems likely that Berlin listeners
will actually be able to enjoy television this winter.
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Frazer, 1310, Ivy Terrace, Loveclough,
Crawshawbooth, Ro.ssendale ; W. Jarvis,
190,
Harrowby Road, Grantham, Lincs.;
L. Hodgetts, Church Street, Halesowen,
near Birmingham ; T. E. Raisey, 4, Faring, Elder
don Road, Swindon ; A. Harding,
Road, Bramley, Leeds ; J. W. Scott, Snitter
Village, Thropton, Morpeth ; W. W. Gibbs,
Broad Street, Alresford, Hants; J. Boast,
3, Norbury Road, South Chingford, Essex,
E.4 ; M. D. Orrom, " Grensfen," Castfield,
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol ; R. Da Cunha,
188, Chigwell Road. South Woodford, E.i8;
G. F. Small, St. Margaret's House, Sutton
Valence, Maidstone, Kent ; C. A. Roberts,
Colchester, Essex;
7, Magdalen Street,
L. E. D. Jones, 24,Higbfield Road, Dudley,
Worcestershire; F. J. Cross, 51, Creighton
Avenue, East Ham, E.6; B. T. Harwood.
Newstead House, Newstead Avenue, Halifax, Yorks; W. H. Whinnett, 6, Allendale
Avenue, Aintree, Liverpool ; T. C. White,
30. Elthorne Way, Kingsbury, N.W.9; S.
Elford, 48, Collier Road, West Hill, Hast.
ings ; J. B. Hempkin, 37, Kirkland Terrace,
Maybole ; G. Troy, 141, Shields Road, Glasgow, C.s ; T. Tabone, Sda. Reale 200,
Hamrun, Malta ; M. F. C. Harding, 49,
Prospect Park, Exeter, Devon ; W. M.
Feeltbam, 6, West Park, Eltham, S.E.g;
R. Thompson, 52, Edmund Street, New
Church Road, Camberwell, S.E. ; W. Johnson, gi, Crewe Street, Derby ; G. W. Nice,
38, Fairlop Gardens, Barkingside, Ilford;
R. G. Lewis, 39, Grenville Place, Brighton,
Sussex ; F. Taylor, 227, Icknield Port Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, i6 ; J. B. Symonds,
6o, Halifax Road, Cambridge ; J. Irvine,
go, King Street, Castle Douglas; H. V.
Dyer, 52, Glenloch Road, Hampstead,
held.

i,

NW.3.

Mention

The charge for adverti.einents in the..
columns is ¡2 words or lesi a/-, and 2d. for
every additional word. All advertisement.
must be accompanied by remittance. Checues
and Postal Orders should be made payable to
Bernard Jones Publications Ltd., and crossed.
and should reach this office not later than the
of the month previous to date of issue.

" MERVYN " UNISPHERE MIRROR
DRUM in kit form is now reduced to £21151- Post
THE
Free.

ith

CRATER POINT LAMP, striking voltage 200-250;
will carry o rn/a. ; now offered at 37/6, post 6d.
USE OUR SUPER LENSE, " dia., and improve
reception without distortion. Price 4/6, post extra ód.
" MERVYN " NU-GLO LAMPS for x6 disc, 12/6,
and zo', £1, post 6d.
SYNCHRONISING GEAR, complete with coils.
Price 22/6, post extra 9cl.

Handbook " Easy Lessons ii Television
2 - post free.
0.11 and let us explain tecbnl.eal dttUi.
Apparatus always available and can be sent C.O.D.

Send for Illustrated Liat.

H. E.

MAThISEN, CHARTERED PATENT
AGENT. Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.C.x. Holborn
8950. Telegrams " Patam," Hoib., London.
A.

:

KINGSTONE & COMPANY invite you to send
stamp for Illustrated List. Exhibition offer, one
month only. Complete Synchroniser Ix/-.-372, Essex
Road, London, N.r.

PATENT 380115 SCANNING DEVICE, for sale
or licence-Apply Chatwin, 253, Gray's Inn Road,

SANDERS & Co

W.C. s.
2O

4,

DISC RECEIVER, complete, nearly new ; Baird

Motor Neon Resistances, etc.
no
GRAYSINNROAD, LONDON, W.C.1 -Wise,
57, Argyle Road, West Ealing.
;

Telephone

:

Synchro

;

Chancery 8778

ADVERTISER with view to opening small Television

"TELEVISION"

COUPON

PATENTS-Trade Marks, Advice.

FOR FREE INQUIRY SERVICE

Name

Manufactory would like to get in touch with television
expert able to make all parts-G., x, Stockwell
Gardens, S.W.9.

Handbook and
Consultations Free-B. T. King, Patent Agent, G.B.,
U.S.A. and Canada. 146a, Queen Victoria Street,
London. 48 years references. Phone : City 6x6x.

-.--------

MOTORS double ended slightly used 200/250
August,

I

934.

THE CONSTRUCTORS'
CIRCLE
Application for Membership
To be filled in and sent with a
stamped envelope for reply to the
Editor, " Television," 58-61, Fetter
Lane, London, E.C.4.
already subscribe to your
journal at the address below.
( z) I have placed a regular order
for TELEVISION with my
booksellers, Messrs ...........
( i)

V.,

AC/DC. 16/9d. Permanent magnet synchroniser, used
or new components list free. Ancel Television Co.,
16, Highbury Terrace, NS.

"SEE FOR YOURSELF"
BENNETT VIEWING TUNNEL
For all Disc Receivers 16/6.

BENNETT TELEVISION CO.,
Station Road, REDHILL.
Any

Tel.

:

720

Television Composents or Complete
Specification Supplied.

I

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Bennett Television, Ltd.
Cover iii
Chapman & Hall
373
Edison Swan
Cover iv
Ferranti, Ltd.
375
General E1ectric Ltd.
371
I..eainan, L.
371
Lectro Linx
375
Mervyn Sound& Vìsion Co., Ltd.
330
329.
Plew Television, Ltd.
369'
Peto Scott, Ltd.
Cover iii
Sanders, H. E.,& Co.
Cover ii
Savage, Bryan
Sound Sales
375
Cover ii
Telephone Manufacturing Co.
.

.

.

.

and desire to be enrolled as a
member of the TELEVISION
's

Constructors' Circle."

Please send membership badge
free of charge to

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Name (in block letters)

...............

.

Address.................................

*Strike out lines not

of'tm' Television ' '

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Television Society
375
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal
Cover ii
Co., Ltd.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

will ensure prompt attention
111
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CATHODE RAY
OSCI LLOGRAPHS
with the

improved

Fluorescent Screen
for

TELEVISION
Exciter Unit. Prices on application.

The Ediswan Cathode Ray Oscillograph is of the
"sealed off" type and possesses a number of unique
refinements. Full particulars of this tube and of
suitable circuits for its use as a Television viewer,
or in research work, will be supplied on request.

We

invite enquiries

for : -

* Mercury Vapour Rectifiers.

* Grid controlled discharge
* High Vacuum Diodes.
* Transmitting Valves, low

tubes for time bases.

and medium powers.

EDISWI%AN
RA DIO VALVES
Ediswan Ray Tube
Price 6. 6. o.

THEEDISONSWAN ELECTR)CCO.
LTD., 155CHARING CROSSROAD
W.C.2

1'rnted

ín

all

Lreat Hritain for the Proprietors and Publishers,

!?

COOMBELANDS,

LTD.,

Addlestone, Surrey.
-

ø-

Used by
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CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD.
:
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Sole Agents for South Africa
GOEDON SED

Lane, London, E.C.4, by THE Paese AT
Agents for Australia aci New Zealand
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